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ABSTRACT 
	
DIVERSE COLLOIDAL CRYSTALS AND CLUSTERS FORMED BY DNA-
GRAFTED SPHERES VIA SELF-ASSEMBLY 
Yifan Wang 
Dr. John Corcker 
Meta-materials with novel photonic, phononic, thermal, and mechanical properties are 
considered as future materials for new applications. Colloidal crystals are meta-materials 
made from assemblies of building blocks that are not found in naturally occurring 
materials. Unlike atoms and molecules, such building blocks could be obtained from 
DNA-coated colloids which have feasible and adjustable interaction strengths as well as 
facilitating a further DNA-induced self-assembly into different geometries and structures. 
This DNA colloidal self-assembly prototyping process could be utilized as a fast and 
effective way for fabricating different structures, which shed light on the industrial 
production of the meta-materials. 
In this work, an extensive number of colloidal building blocks and crystal structures 
were obtained by our lab. Specifically, first, a swelling/de-swelling based method 
invented by our lab allowed us to attach F-108 tri-block polymers with DNA strands on 
ends onto polystyrene (PS) colloids with a high DNA concentration. This method was 
later updated and combined with a SPAAC based method so that a PS-PEO bi-block 
polymer with DNA strands on PEO end could also be attached onto PS colloids, yet with 
a lower cost and higher efficiency. Second, these DNA-coated colloids were mixed and 
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crystallized through a slowly quenching system, which ultimately yielded colloidal 
crystals with high crystallinity. In total ten types of crystal structures were discovered, 
and six of them have never been reported before in the field. What more intriguing is we 
also observed the transformations from a mother phase into multiple child phases with 
the conclusion that ten structures are basically from two origins. It is worthwhile to 
mention that a double diamond structure was discovered. We believe its intersected two 
diamond packing unit made it advantageous in optical properties over other structures. 
Third, colloidal clusters with octahedral, tetrahedral, icosahedral, and cubic symmetries 
were also obtained by applying a co-crystallization method and ligating impurity particles 
within the crystals. The yielded clusters will be used to build up second-order structures. 
Another important discovery but without DNA involved was we were able to produce 
anisotropic tetrahedral and cubic 3-methacryloxypropyl-trimethoxysilane (TPM) 
particles, which could be used in gravity-induced self-assembly. 
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Chapter	1	Introduction	
	
1.1	Field	Landscape	
Meta-materials are considered as future materials for many novel applications. Its unique 
structures which are not made from atoms or molecules but from assemblies of building 
blocks endowed it with superior photonic, phononic, thermal, and mechanical properties. 
The mass production of such meta-materials will not only lower the cost of realizing 
functional materials, but also will be beneficial for the development and progress of the 
entire human beings. 
Colloidal crystal is a typical type of meta-materials which is built from colloidal single 
particles or colloidal clusters as building blocks. Hence, the acquisition of diverse types 
of colloidal crystals as well as colloidal clusters and a further mass production of the 
structures they form will drive the technology and knowledge into a more mature stage of 
making meta-materials.  
Our group, with Dr. John Crocker as the PI, has long been a pioneering group in the 
colloidal science field across the world. Some of our achievements in this particular 
colloidal crystal segment are we succeeded in making the colloidal crystal as the first 
group in the world[1-3] and well understood the diffusionless transformation drove by the 
structures[4, 5]. We also have a deep understanding in making colloidal clusters of 
different symmetries[6, 7].  
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But we are far more ambitious than this. In order to make more types of colloidal 
crystals and clusters, which will further expand the library of colloidal crystals, we still 
face several challenges. Therefore, the open questions for the group and specifically for 
me to answer in this thesis are, first, what is the system for colloidal crystals and clusters 
to grow? Second, how to fast and effectively drive this grow in the system? Third, how to 
make more efficient building blocks and what are the shapes of the final structures? And 
forth, how to make building blocks sturdier and less fragile? 
We’ll give a brief answer of the questions in the Introduction part, and will elaborate 
through all the chapters below. 
	
1.2	Introducing	Self-assembly	Systems	
Self-assembly is defined as the spontaneous and reversible organization of small building 
blocks into ordered structures by non-covalent interactions. Self-assembly systems are 
everywhere. The most famous example of self-assembly system is the occurrence of the 
life on Earth. It is confirmed that it happens because the sun generates a strong temperate 
gradient in its environment so that the construction of cells and living organisms were 
built through biologic macromolecular assemblies. That also indicates self-assembly only 
happens when certain prerequisites are satisfied. 
Self-assembly has been an important research focus and is still considered as one of 
the most efficient methods for structure generation and growth due to its “self-
organized”. Self-assembly technique is widely used in multiple fields, including 
molecular and supramolecular systems[8], medicine and drug delivery[9], and electrical 
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fields[10]. Fabricating a crystal is also made possible by self-assembly as placing one 
particle after one particle is not at all possible. Plus, the structure yielded out of this is at 
equilibrium because of the systems reaches its lowest free energy. Many experimental 
and theoretical work have been done to demonstrate the idea that multiple self-assembly 
systems could be driven feasibly and efficiently with nanoparticles and colloids. 
Our lab had a very nice review in 2017 categorizing assembly systems into four 
groups[11], which are spherical particles, non-specific directional polyhedral particles, 
specific homo directional polyhedral particles, and specific Janus directional particles. 
First of all, a self-assembly system could be driven by spherical particles. Self-
assembly using gold nanoparticles were first introduced by Mirkin[12, 13] and 
Alivisatos[14]. Later on, multiple types of crystals have been formed from DNA-coated 
nanoparticles[15-17] and colloids[2, 5, 18-21]. Our lab is honorably to be the first group 
to drive colloidal crystallization through self-assembly[1-3] and spearheaded in 
understanding the system driving by spherical particles.  
Second, polyhedral nanoparticles[22] and colloids [23, 24]with anisotropic 
interactions could also be used in directed self-assembly. Glotzer group studied the 
structure change of the assembled crystal with the variation of amount of faceting of the 
building polyhedral blocks[25, 26]. Experimentally, Pine and Sacana’s lock and key 
colloids[27-29] represent the mainstream of realizing such system. Our lab simplified the 
method by innovating a crystal templating way and succeeded in making highly uniform 
tetrahedral and cubic polyhedral particles for future self-assembly[30]. Recently, there is 
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a nice review by Pradeep talking about different methods making such building blocks 
[31]. 
In the third group, the interactions among building blocks are designed with certain 
directions so that more complex structures could be assembled following these designed 
interactions. Specifically, Pine’s group designed clusters with certain symmetries using 
DNA patchy amidinated polystyrene microspheres[32] and later made interesting AB2 
structures using colloidal clusters[33]. A DNA-origami method of building a polyhedral 
cage was designed by Gang group[34] and was recently reported to form ordered 
assemblies using nanoparticles.[35, 36]. Our group designed a fast and smart crystal 
templating system to yield DNA coated clusters using sedimentation crystallization[6, 7], 
and the potential assembled system has been simulated by Sinno group[37]. 
The last group building blocks are designed to be coated with different interactive 
segments on the same particle species which made them look like patchy in different 
regions. Though the system designed has been obtained[36], the further assembly with 
the building blocks has not been explored. There have been studies on the gelling 
properties of the DNA assemblies by Sciortino and Bellini group[38, 39], however the 
followed up simulation work done by Sciotino [40]showed that the system never 
crystallizes.  
All in all, the self-assembly system is perfect for colloids and clusters to grow into 
ordered structures.  
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1.3	DNA	Hybridizations	and	Binding	Interactions	
After understanding the self-assembly systems and its advantages over other systems, we 
tried to find a fast and effective way the drive the growth in the system. Our lab used 
synthetic single strands DNA as a means to drive colloids interactions per our tradition 
and is updating the technology with a novel three strand system to apply for more 
versatile purposes.  
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), which is a molecule composed of two chains that coil 
around each other to form a double helix structure, carries human being’s genetic code to 
replicate and grow. Not like genetic DNAs, synthetic DNAs are less used in the function 
of coding for proteins but more in driving directed interactions due to its “sticky 
ends”[41]. DNA strands are comprised of combinations of four bases that interact with 
each other thermodynamically via Watson-Crick base-pairings[42]. To be more specific, 
adenine binds with thymine (A-T), and guanine binds to cytosine (G-C). The two types of 
base pairs form different numbers of hydrogen bonds, A-T forms two hydrogen bonds, 
and G-C forms three hydrogen bonds. In this case, DNA with high GC-content is more 
stable than DNA with low GC-content. 
The design of the strands determines the Gibbs free energy of the interaction which 
could be calculated by nearest neighbor model[43, 44]. The interactions of the 
complementary “sticky ends” would be dis-associated when the system temperature goes 
to melting temperature (Tm), at which half of the interactions are “melted”[45].  
A DNA designed method developed by Nadrian Seeman is used in the generation of 
DNA sequences and works well when the length of sticky ends is from five to twenty 
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bases (table 1.1). The design starts by listing all possible 64 three-base combinations, 
known as “codons” in a table. First, a codon is arbitrarily chosen from the list (like TCA 
in this case), both TCA and its reverse-complement (TGA) are crossed of the list with the 
red line. Second, the sequence is growing by a single arbitrary base (A) and the next 
codon’s first two bases are the last two bases of the first codon, now the second codon 
becomes CAA. Therefore, both CAA and its complementary codon TTG are crossed by 
green line. Similarly, the strand grows again and AAC and GTT are crossed off by blue 
lines. The strand could grow to either it reaches its desired length or all the available 
codons are run out. The sequence grown in this way are avoiding hairpins, self-dimers, 
and other unwanted interactions to the best effort which could be verified using 
IDTDNA.com's OligoAnalyzer tool. Besides, The AAA, TTT, CCC, and GGG sequences 
should be avoided if possible.  
Other than hybridizing through base pairs of two complementary strands, a more 
flexible and controllable system was introduced by our group that we introduced a DNA 
linker as the third strand to the system so that the length of the sticky ends as well as the 
interaction strength could be controlled and adjustable. In this case, other than a self-
complementary hybridization between strand 1 and strand 2, these two strands are both 
binding with a linker strand which length and composition could be manipulated easily. 
Figure 1.1 explains this new hybridizing system. 
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Figure 1.1: DNA strands hybridizations of two-strand system and three-strand system with linker. 
Figure 1.1.a showed the two strands complementary hybridization system in which A binds to T, and C binds to G. 
Figure 1.1.b on right showed the introduction of a linker strand, which consists of a three-strand system. In this 
way, the length of the interacting base pairs and the interaction strengths could be controlled by linker design. 
	
Table 1.1: Method for designing DNA sequences developed by Nadrian Seeman.  
DNA sequences designed using this method are avoiding hairpins, self-dimers, and other unwanted interactions to 
the best effort as the strands will induce unwanted interactions are the complementary codons which are crossed off 
at the same time.  
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DNA’s versatile hybridization and interaction properties as well as feasible strands 
design made it a wonderful tool in generating particle-particle interactions and further 
driving the growth of a self-assembly system into complex ordered colloidal structures.  
	
1.4	DNA-coated	Building	Blocks	and	Self-assembling	
After understanding self-assembly systems and applying DNA interactions to drive the 
growth of the systems, our next challenge is to make building blocks with DNA 
interactions so that the self-assembly will be smoothly driven. Out of four types of self-
assembly systems and their corresponding building blocks, our group is interested in 
obtaining effective DNA-coated spherical colloids and clusters as building blocks, 
respectively, and the structures they will assemble into. We’ll also take a glance at non-
specific directional polyhedral building blocks as a supplement. 
Multiple research groups have reported on spherical colloidal particles and their 
assembled structures. Mirkin[17, 46], Dijkstra[47], Gang[48], and Tkachenko[49] 
discussed about the phase diagram of the crystals with the change of composition and 
size ratio of the building blocks. Pine group made four types of crystal structures with 
complementary DNA strands grafted on colloids[18, 50]. However, more types of the 
colloidal crystals are still waiting to be discovered and the transformation phenomenon of 
the floppy structures are still yet to be explored. 
Our group is prestigious in the field as we succeeded in making the colloidal crystal as 
the first group in the world[1-3] and well understood the diffusionless transformation 
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drove by the structures[4, 5]. Recently we discovered ten types of colloidal crystals using 
a slowly quenching method, in which six of them have never been discussed before. We 
also found a very fascinating double diamond structure along the way[20] which shows a 
very promising optical properties. Moreover, we observed the similar diffusionless 
transformations within these ten crystals from a mother phase into multiple child phases 
with the conclusion that ten structures are basically from two sources. This indicates that 
diffusionless transformation is a nature for floppy colloidal crystals. (with more details to 
be discussed in CHAPTER 5) 
Colloidal clusters also have been obtained and used as building blocks to drive self-
assembly. Chaikin and Bausch made disordered clusters using polygamous particles and 
by adding DNA linker [51, 52]. Capasso reported the assembly of DNA-functionalized 
nanoparticles into hetero-pentamer clusters [53], and Kotov mixed different dimers 
together and made chiral nanoparticle tetrahedral clusters[54].  
Our group invented a fast and smart crystal templating system to yield DNA coated 
clusters using sedimentation crystallization in a two component system[6, 7] by ligating 
the impurity and host particles to stabilize the clusters. The cluster structures we got out 
of the crystals are tetrahedral, octahedral, cuboctahedral, triangular orthobicupula, and 
icosahedral clusters. Sinno group studied and proved the possibility of future self-
assembly by some of the clusters[37]. Recently, our group innovated a new method of 
making cubic clusters using a three component co-crystallization system, which is more 
efficient and yielded sturdier clusters. (with more details to be discussed in CHAPTER 6) 
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Additionally, polyhedral non-spherical particles could be obtained as building blocks 
for future DNA-induced self-assembly as well. The review written by Pradeep discussed 
multiple ways of preparing such polyhedral non-spherical particles[31]. Moreover, Pine’s 
lab made polyhedral lock-and-key particles with different polymeric materials [27, 55]. 
Our lab made tetrahedral and cubic polyhedral trimethoxysilyl propyl methacrylate 
(TPM) particles without a DNA input, while we see a promising vista that the DNA-
induced self-assembly could also be applied in the system[30]. 
Another important thing we need to discuss is how to coat DNA strands onto the 
building blocks with high efficiency and controllable concentration, yet remain an 
affordable cost. Pine wrote a nice review about different methods of coating DNA onto 
the colloidal particles. The methods including swelling/de-swelling method, Azide-
dibenzocyclooctyne (N3-DBCO) click chemistry (also known as SPAAC chemistry), and 
other three methods were discussed [56].  
Our group invented swelling/de-swelling method more than a decade ago using F-108 
tri-block polymers [57] and obtained multiple types of colloidal crystals with very high 
crystallinity. We recently updated swelling/de-swelling method and combined with 
Pine’s SPACC chemistry [50, 58] to get a higher yield with an even lower cost and 
controllable DNA concentration. Our group also studied into the variation of salt 
concentration during the SPACC chemistry which will influence the homogeneity of the 
system. The DNA homogeneity increase on the colloids were believed to later favor in 
crystallization[59]. (with more details to be discussed in CHAPTER 6) 
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Both methods were proved to make crystals with high crystallinity which indicates a 
high DNA concentration on the building blocks. Moreover, the two methods were both 
applicable on carboxylate and sulfate PS particles, which give us space in designing 
systems with different properties. 
 
1.5	Ligation	for	More	Rigid	Building	Blocks	
So far, the only question we need to answer is unlike spherical building blocks, clusters 
are more floppy and unstable. However, the stability of the building blocks must be 
guaranteed so that they could survive from the microscopy measurement, purity 
enrichment process, and the self-assembly experiments afterwards. Therefore, whether 
we could make them sturdier or not is decisive for the future possibility of self-
assembling these clusters.  
To stabilize the structures, ligation with T4 Ligase were found effective and fast to 
stabilize DNA bridges. In other groups’ work, DNA gold nanoparticle dimer and 
complexes were stabilized with T4 ligase[60-62]. 
Ligation is the joining of two nucleic acid fragments through the action of an enzyme. 
The mechanism of DNA ligase is to form two covalent phosphodiester bonds between 3' 
hydroxyl ends of one nucleotide with the 5' phosphate end of another. E. coli and T4 are 
the most common ligase used. Also, ligase only functions on the phosphate group of the 
5’ side, which requires a phosphorylation modification on 5’ side during DNA design. 
Figure 1.2 talks about this system. 
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A lot of factors effect ligation efficiency, including the overhang should be more than 
4 bases and the control of a low salt concentration in the system[63]. Our grouped used 
ligation technique in the work of double diamond preparation [7, 20]. (See CHAPTER 4 
for details). We also studied and optimized ligation condition and process that ultimately 
noticeably increased the sturdiness of the cluster building blocks. (See CHAPTER 6 for 
details) 
 
 
1.6	Thesis	Overview	
After answering all of the four questions in a short form, we are going to elaborate the 
long answers in this thesis. 
	
Figure 1.2: Ligation process is the joining of two nucleic acid fragments through the action of an enzyme.  
Ligation needs DNA ligase, a specific type of enzyme, to happen. The mechanism of DNA ligase is to form two 
covalent phosphodiester bonds between 3' hydroxyl ends of one nucleotide with the 5' phosphate end of another. 
Therefore, the DNA 5’ end should be phosphorylated for ligation. 
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In Chapter Two, we will explain the DNA design, experimental system design, 
crystallization methods (including in-situ crystallization and cooler crystallization), 
optimization operations (ligation, and fractionation), and imaging tools (optical 
microscope, confocal microscopy, and SEM) used in this thesis. Through which we’ll 
give an overall description about the system set up and the logic about why we 
implement. General protocols regarding above operations will be discussed with more 
detailed description on experimental methods written in the materials and method section 
in each following chapter.  In Chapter Three, we’ll talk about a way to make highly 
uniform dimpled polyhedral colloids from colloidal crystal templating. Tetrahedral and 
cubic TPM particles were obtained through this crystal templating method and the purity 
was enriched by density gradient fractionation. In Chapter Four, we’ll talk about a double 
diamond colloidal crystal we discovered recently and the formation and transformation 
mechanism behind that. The double diamond structure was produced by mixing two 
component colloids out of cooler crystallization with different interaction matrix and size 
ratios, and the double diamond structure was considered as a child phase of NaCl 
structure. In Chapter Five, we generalize the crystallization method to make ten types of 
DNA colloidal crystals in total in which five of them have never been discovered before. 
The interaction matrix, size ratios, and stoichiometry were very well studied so that we 
could predict the incidence of a certain type structure. Moreover, transformation 
mechanisms from mother phase to child phases were very well studied and understood. In 
Chapter Six, we use three components co-crystallization system to generate cubic and 
octahedral clusters for future self-assembly. The three species particles were mixed, 
crystallized, and ligated, so that the clusters released are stable and sturdy. Density 
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gradient fractionation was used to increase the purity of the clusters. In Chapter Seven, 
we’ll conclude what we have done and achieved in this thesis, and what’s the meaning to 
DNA-directed self-assembly. We’ll finalize the thesis by suggesting some work and ideas 
our lab could focus in the future. 
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CHAPTER	2	System	Design,	Methods,	and	Experimental	Overview	
	
2.1	DNA	design	
In this paper, we used DNA base pair hybridizations to generate interactions between 
colloids. We grafted DNA strands on to colloids and colloids bind to each other as DNA 
strands hybrid via base pairs. There are four types of bases found in DNA, which are 
adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). These four bases are attached to 
the sugar-phosphate to form the complete nucleotide, as shown for adenosine 
monophosphate. Adenine pairs with thymine and guanine pairs with cytosine, forming A-
T and G-C base pairs.  
The design of the strands determines the Gibbs free energy of the interaction which 
could be calculated by nearest neighbor model[1, 2]. The interactions of the 
complementary “sticky ends” would be dis-associated when the system temperature goes 
to melting temperature (Tm), at which half of the interactions are “melted”[3].  
A DNA designed method developed by Nadrian Seeman is used in the generation of 
DNA sequences and works well when the length of sticky ends is from five to twenty 
bases. The detailed ways of designing the strands were introduced in CHAPTER 1.3. 
After design of the sticky ends, a Poly-T bases spacer is added on the 5’ or 3’ side of the 
designed strand and its non-self-complementary component. Usually, a Poly-T bases 
spacer consists of 30-50 bases. The entire sequence is then analyzed using 
IDTDNA.com's OligoAnalyzer tool, on which hairpins, self-dimers, and other unwanted 
interactions were avoided.  
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Other than hybridizing through base pairs of two complementary strands, a more 
flexible and controllable system was introduced by our group that we introduced a DNA 
linker as the third strand to the system so that the length of the sticky ends as well as the 
interaction strength could be controlled and adjustable. In this case, other than a self-
complementary hybridization between strand 1 and strand 2, these two strands are both 
binding with a linker strand which length and composition could be manipulated easily. 
(See details in Figure 1.1) 
The DNA strands designed and used in the thesis are: 
1)  
L1' (Ligatable, Phosphorylated): 
 5- /5Phos/TCA ACCTACTCC CAC ATT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT TTT TT/3AmMO/ -3 
L2 (Complementary via linker to L1 & L1', Non-Phosphorylated): 
 5- /5AmMC6/TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT TTT TTT TTA CGC ATC T -3 
L12_Linker_5 (5 base interaction region + nick site + 16 base region): 
 5- TGT GGG AGT AGG TTG AAG ATG -3 
2) 
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B1-nonphos: 5’-TCAACCTACTCCCACA TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT-3’-DBCO 
B1-phos: 5’-TCAACCTACTCTTTTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
-3’-DBCO 
B2: DBCO-5’-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
ACGCATCT-3’ 
B12 5 base Linker: 5’-GAGTAGGTTGAAGATG-3’ 
Kick-off: 5’-TGTGGGAGTAG-3’ 
Other designs that succeeded but with no data shown:  
3) 
NY1: (non phospho) 
DBCO-5’-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTA CAC CCT 
CCA-3’ 
NY2ph: (Ligatable, phosphorylated) 
5’-phospho-ACT TCA TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT-3’-
DBCO 
NY2: (non phospho kickable) 
5’-ACT TCA TCT GCC TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT-3’-DBCO 
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NY linker: 
5’-GAA GTT GGA GGG TGT AA-3’ 
NY Kick: (kick non phospho) 
5’-AGG CAG ATG A-3’ 
 
2.2	Interaction	Matrix	and	Size	Ratio	
We use DNA interactions to drive interactions between colloids. However, the 
composition of the DNA strands on the colloids determines the interactions of the system, 
and we call this interaction matrix.  
For a two species particles system with ‘A’ and ‘B’, our four adjustable parameters are 
two ‘like’ attraction strengths, UAA and UBB, one ‘unlike’ one, UAB= UBA, (defined as 
positive-valued parameters) and the spheres’ diameter ratio. The interactions are realized 
and modulated by grafting various amounts of complementary DNA strands to the two 
particle species’ surfaces [4, 5]. We assume the green strands on A particles are 
complementary with red strands on B particles, and the interaction matrix could be varied 
as the composition of strands change. Also we define an alpha value between 0 and 1, 
1>𝛂>0, if there is only one strand on the particles, we define this as 𝛂=0, if there is a 
mixture of two complementary strands on the particles, 𝛂>0 and the value is decided by 
the percentage of one strand over sum of both strands. Say if there are two green strands 
and eight red strands on A particles, 𝛂A=0.2. 
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Figure 2.1 showed a detailed demonstration of different interaction matrix and the 
corresponding alpha values. In figure 2.1.a, only green strands are on A particles and red 
strands are on B particles. As green strands bind to red strands, in the system there are 
only interactions between A and B particles. Therefore, only UAB exists in the system and 
𝛂A=𝛂B=0. For figure 2.1.b, as there is a mixture of red and green strands on B particles, 
𝛂B>0, therefore red particles not only bind to green particles, but also bind to red particles 
themselves as well. In this case, 𝛂A=0, 𝛂B>0, and UAB>UBB. In figure 2.1.c, similarly, 
green particles bind to both red and green particles. So that in the system 𝛂A>0, 𝛂B=0, 
and UAB>UAA. 2.1.d showed when red and green particles both have a mixture of strands 
on them, so that in system,	𝛂A=𝛂B>0, UAB>UAA=UBB. 
Other than interaction matrix, we also change size ratios for colloids mixings. Size 
ratio is defined as the diameter ratio of two species colloids. Our crystallization 
experiments are valid starting the size ratio as small as 0.43, and as big as 1. 
In this thesis, CHAPTER 4 and CHAPTER 5 will have a more detailed discussion on 
interaction matrix and size ratio. 
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2.3	Synthesizing	DNA-coated	colloids	
As described in the Introduction Chapter, our group invented swelling/de-swelling 
method more than a decade ago using F-108 tri-block polymers [5] and obtained multiple 
types of colloidal crystals with very high crystallinity. We recently updated swelling/de-
swelling method and combined with Pine’s SPACC chemistry [6, 7] to get a higher yield 
	
	
Figure 2.1: Figure 2.1 showed different interaction matrix and the corresponding alpha values.  
In figure 2.1.a, only green strands are on A particles and red strands on B particles. In the system there are only 
interactions between A and B particles. Therefore, only UAB exists in the system and 𝛂A=𝛂B=0. For figure 2.1.b, as 
there is a mixture of red and green strands on B particles, therefore red particles not only bind to green particles, 
but also bind to red particles as well. In this case, 𝛂A=0, 𝛂B>0, and UAB>UBB. In figure 2.1.c, similarly, green 
particles bind to both red and green particles. So that in the system 𝛂A>0, 𝛂B=0, UAB>UAA. 2.1.d showed when red 
and green particles both have a mixture of strands on them, so that in system,	𝛂A=𝛂B>0, UAB>UAA=UBB. 
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with an even lower cost and controllable DNA concentration. Here we will give a brief 
description of the two methods, with more details to be discussed in the chapter 4, 5, and 
6. 
2.3.1	F108	polymer	and	DNA	conjugation	
500mg F108, 2ml dichloromethane, and 30µL TEA were added to the glass vial, allowed 
to dissolve completely on a heat plate with stir bar mixing, and then 100mg of fresh 4-
NPCF were added and dissolved. The glass vial was then wrapped with parafilm, put on 
ice and allowed to react for 3-5 hours. Four washing solutions were prepared and frozen 
at -20°C in clean 50ml centrifuge tubes, the first contained 14.6ml ethanol and 0.4ml 
HCl, the other three were 14.9ml ethanol and 0.1ml HCl. After the reaction, the first 
washing solution was added, F108 precipitated, the tube was then shaken and chilled at -
20°C for 30 minutes to complete precipitation, centrifuged at 4000rpm for 6 minutes at 
2°C to form a pellet, and the supernatant discarded. This process was repeated three more 
times with the remaining washing solutions. After the final wash, the supernatant was 
discarded and the pellet was warmed by hand until fully redispersed. Activated F108 was 
split into multiple tubes and dried overnight under vacuum. These samples remain 
useable for >2 months when stored at -20°C. 
15µL of DNA solution (2000µM, in this paper, DNA strand we used were L1’ and L2, 
see above) was mixed with 1µL 1M pH=10 carbonate buffer. 15mg activated Pluronic 
F108 (dried from -20°C storage) was dissolved in 1ml 10mM pH=4 citric acid buffer, 
gently vortexed to full dissolution, settled by micro-centrifuge and used immediately. 
Then, 4µL F108 in citric acid solution was added to 16µL DNA buffer solution (total 
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volume 20µL), gently vortexed for 30 minutes (after which a yellow reaction product was 
evident) and settled by micro-centrifuge, then incubated overnight at room temperature. 
The F108-grafted DNA solution can be stored up to 2 months at 4°C. 
Particle preparation and DNA grafting.  
First, 80µL polystyrene (PS) microspheres/beads were washed three times by dilution 
with 920µL bio-water, centrifugation at 8000rpm for 35 minutes, and discarding of 
supernatant. Next, 20µL of F108-grafted DNA solution (either L1’ DNA, L2 DNA, or 
any combination of L1’ and L2 with 20µL total volume), 35µL washed 10% solid 
fraction colloids and 340µL 1xTE solution were combined. To swell the particles, 4µL 
toluene was added in to the tube, followed by 0.1µL-1µL green or red BODIPY dye, 
depending on the particle species, A or B. The tube was then tightly sealed and wrapped 
with parafilm and slowly rotated overnight (not vortexed). To evaporate the toluene, the 
sample was settled by micro-centrifuge, opened, and put into the pre-heated oven (80°C ) 
for 20 to 40 minutes, with periodic mixing. To remove toluene and unracted DNA, the 
particles were washed 4-6 times in 1xTE solution to a total sample volume of 1 mL, as 
before. After the last wash, the supernatant was removed and 350µL 1-xTE was added to 
regain the solid fraction as 10%. DNA-grafted particles can be stored at 4°C for at least 2 
months. 
2.3.2	Particle	Preparation	(SPAAC-based)	
Polymer Activation  
0.1g (6900g/mol, 14.5µmol) SEO polymer was dissolved into 2ml DCM in a 2 ml 
glass vial, and then 42 µl TEA and 30 µl Methanesulfonyl chloride were also added into 
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the vial. The reaction was carried out for 2 hours at 0 degree and subsequently 22 hours at 
room temperature with a stir bar stirred. After the reaction, the SEO polymer solution was 
added into the pre-frozen plastic centrifuge tube containing 2ml methanol solution with 
3% HCl for salt removal. 45ml diethyl ether was added subsequently and precipitates 
were observed after slight shakes. The tube was put in freezer for 10 minutes to generate 
more precipitates. Later on, the suspension was centrifuged in a swing-bucket rotor at 
2500rpm for 3 minutes. After the centrifugation, salt removal washing process with 3% 
HCl in 2 ml methanol solution and 45 ml diethyl ether were repeated for 3 times in total. 
For the last wash, pure methanol solution was added instead of HCl in methanol solution. 
The pellet was fully dried under vacuum for around 1 hour. 
Polymer Azidation 
Dried polymer pellet was fully dissolved in 2 ml N-N DMF solution with 0.01g 
NaN3(0.15 mmol). More DMF was added if the pellet was not fully dissolved. The 
reaction was carried out for a day at 65-70 °C in glycerol bath with a stir bar. After 
glycerol bath, 10 ml methanol and 40 ml diethyl ether were added to the polymer 
solution. Precipitates were observed with slight shakes. The solution was put in freezer 
for 20 minutes to generate more precipitates. Later on, the suspension was centrifuged in 
a swing-bucket rotor at 2500 rpm for 3 minutes. After the centrifugation, washing with 10 
ml methanol and 40 ml diethyl ether were repeated to remove NaN3 for 3 times in total. 
The final pellet was fully dried under vacuum for a day. The pellet could be stored in 
freezer as powders or be stored in the fridge as a 1 mmolar solution in DI water. The 
polymer powders and solution could be used for up to 2 months. 
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SPAAC Chemistry 
50 µl 1m molar SEN (azidated di-block polymer), 50 µl DNA solution (L1’ or L2) in 
bio water (90 µM to 180 µM), and 300 µl 200mM NaCl in 1-xTE solution were 
combined followed with 1wt% ( or 1 mg/ml) F127 added into an Eppendorf tube. The 
tube was shaken on vortex mixer for 2 days at a vortex level 5-8 to process SPAAC click 
chemistry.  
Physical DNA Grafting 
25 µl PS particles were washed in bio-water for 3-4 times, and saved for use. 25 µl 
washed PS particles, 50 µl clicked DNA solution, and 200 µl 1-xTE were combined into 
an Eppendorf tube. 5 µl was added followed by 0.8 µl green dye or 0.4 µl red dye. The 
tube was spin on a spinner for 4 hours. After the spinning, the tube was put in a pre-
heated 75°C oven for 10 minutes for toluene evaporation. The particles were 
subsequently centrifuged and washed with 1-xTE in a fixed angle rotor at 8000 rpm for 
30 minutes for a total of 4-5 times. The final PS volume fraction was 0.5%. 
	
2.4	Melting	Temperature	(Tm)	Measurement	
	
Melting Temperature (Tm) of the system was analyzed and measured in order to testify 
the stability of a certain binding system with different DNA strands. To be more specific, 
particles with various interacting strands were mixed under a certain salt concentration 
and the aggregates were observed under microscope with a sealed coverslip chamber. 
The temperatures of the condenser and objective could be controlled via BIOPTECHS 
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objective heater controller. The temperatures of the condenser and objective were kept 
the same and increased together from room temperature at the rate of ~1 degree per 
minute. When the system reached a point at which half of the aggregates melted, but still 
with some dynamic clusters remaining, we marked down the temperature as the Tm of 
the system to indicate the binding strength of DNA strands of this condition. The Tm 
could be tuned by DNA binding strength and changing the salt concentration. Tm 
analysis and measurement could be reproduced with an error bar of +/- 0.5 degrees. 
	
2.5	Crystallizations	
We use three ways of crystallizations in this thesis, here we provide a representative 
example protocol for each method, more detailed crystallization protocols will be 
discussed in the main thesis. 
2.5.1	In	situ	crystallization	
To observe and understand crystal formation handy, we crystallized samples on a DIC 
microscope (LEICA DMIRB) with a X100 oil immersion objective and condenser, both 
of which were temperature controlled (BIOPTECHS). Two particle species were mixed 
at a 1:1 number stoichiometry (we adjusted number stoichiometry for other than AB type 
crystal) with a total volume of 6 µl-8 µl (specifically, we calculated volume of each 
species from their diameters), 1 µl DNA linker (100 µM to 500 µM) were added and well 
mixed, 1 µl-3 µl NaCl in 1-xTE solution (1M) were finally added to make the final 
volume 10 µl. The sample was well mixed and mounted in a sample chamber formed by 
two coverslips separated with a silicone vacuum grease sealant. After mounting on the 
microscope, the temperature was gradually increased up to the melting temperature, Tm, 
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where particle aggregates broke apart and started to melt. To form crystals, the 
temperature was quickly decreased to 0.5-2 °C below Tm and crystals were formed in a 
few minutes and growth was completed in about 30 minutes. To obtain larger crystals, 
after staying a few minutes of nucleation at the lower temperature, the temperature can be 
increased by 0.3–0.6 °C reducing the rate of further nucleation, and slowing the rate of 
crystal growth. 
2.5.2	Cooler	Crystallization		
Cooler crystallization is a slowly quenching method, in which temperature goes down as 
0.4 degree per hour. Specifically, two particle species were mixed at a 1:1 number 
stoichiometry (we adjusted number stoichiometry for other than AB type crystal) with a 
total volume of 200 µl (we calculated volume of each species from their diameters) were 
mixed in a 0.2 ml PCR tube and was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 minutes. 192-194 µl 
supernatant was discarded leaving 6 µl-8 µl of suspension. 1 µl 5-base linker (100-500 
µM, see detailed structure above) and 1 µl-3 µl NaCl solution in 1-xTE (1 M) were added 
to make total volume 10 µl and volume fraction of particles around 20%. The pellet was 
re-dispersed, and further settled by micro-centrifuge. A large insulated cooler was filled 
with several liters of tap water heated to above 50°C. The PCR tube was first melted in a 
small 50°C bath, mixed again, and was then settled again by micro-centrifuge, wrapped 
tightly with parafilm and submerged completely in the larger hot water bath. The cooler 
lid was tightly closed and the quenching continued for about 3 days. Once the cooler 
temperature was several degrees below the estimated crystal melting temperature, the 
samples were removed and quenched rapidly to room temperature. The crystallites in the 
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PCR tube were gently pipetted into 200 µl 1-xTE buffer containing 100mM-300mM 
NaCl. 
2.5.3	Three-species-particles	Co-crystallization	
A three-species co-crystallization method was used to obtain colloidal clusters as 
building blocks and for future self-assembly. To be more specific, in order to get 
colloidal clusters, during the cooler crystallization preparation, a small portion of one 
component colloids (species ‘B’) were grafted with phosphorylated DNA strands, and we 
call these B’ particles. Other B colloids and the other component A colloids were grafted 
with un-phosphorylated strands. When crystals were yielded from the cooler, we ligated 
the system and re-suspended the crystals in bio-water. In this case, the un-phosphorylated 
particles recovered to single particles due to a salt decrease, while the phosphorylated B’ 
particles will remain ligated as clusters with their neighborhood A particles. The shapes 
of the obtained colloidal clusters were decided by the unit cells building up the crystals. If 
the big crystal structure is CsCl, the clusters yielded are cubic, if the crystal structure is 
NaCl, the clusters yielded are octahedral clusters. 
	
2.6	Optimization	Operations		
	
2.6.1	Fractionation	
To enrich clusters’ purities, we used density gradient fractionation to purify cluster 
mixtures. Specifically, we prepared aqueous Ficoll 400 density gradients using a 
commercial gradient maker (SG15, Hoefer Inc.). The Ficoll solution gradients were 
loaded into 15 mL glass centrifuge tubes and ranged from 12% (w/w) Ficoll at the bottom 
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to 3% (w/w) at the top. Cubic clusters mixture suspensions containing a 1:1 size ratio 378 
nm diameter particles were carefully loaded on top (loading volume from 250 to 400 µl, 
volume fraction ~10-4), and centrifuged at 3000 rpm (1811g) for ∼180 min in a swinging 
bucket rotor. After fractionation, the band which we think contained cubic clusters were 
removed by hand using long blunt ended needles, and the ficoll was removed by washing 
with bio-water. The stickiness of the clusters on tube could be reduced by using ficoll in 
1-xTE solution instead of using Ficoll in bio-water solution. 
 
2.6.2	Ligation	
In this thesis, we developed two ligation methods for two different ligated system 
applications. First was used to ligate the system with a two component sedimentation 
crystal, and the second was used to ligate a three-species co-crystallization systems. Both 
of the methods were used to obtain colloidal clusters. A lot of factors effect ligation 
efficiency, including the overhang should be more than 4 bases and the control of a low 
salt concentration in the system[8]. Here we will give a brief description of the two 
methods, with more details about ligation optimization to be discussed in chapter 6. 
Ligation for two-component sedimentation crystallization 
Taking octahedral cluster preparation as an example. 200 µl 445nm-B2 host particles 
and 1 µl 245nm-B1-phos particles were added into the eppendorf tube and were very well 
mixed. Second, 1-xTE solution was washed out after 30-minute centrifugation at 6000 
rpm. After centrifugation, 1-xTE solution was removed and 200 µl bio-water was added, 
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followed by another centrifugation. The centrifugations were performed for three rounds 
in total. During the washing process, the pellet was not re-dispersed and was remained as 
pellet so that the crystals were very well formed. Third, after the third water wash, the 
total volume was broght down to 25 µl, more centrifugation could be applied if the pellet 
is a little mixed. When the pellet is not disturbed in 25 µl water, 3 µl B12 linker DNA 
was added, followed by 4 µl 1M salt in bio-water solution. The pellet was centrifuged if 
it was mixed during the process. Fourth, after making sure pellet was not mixed, 4 µl T4 
ligase buffer, followed by 4 µl T4 ligase was added. The Eppendorf tube was sit on bench 
for overnight to let ligation finish up. Fifth, after sitting for overnight, the ligase buffer 
and ligase were pipetted out and the pellet was re-dispersed with 1000 µl 1-xTE solution.  
Ligation for three-component particles co-crystallization 
After cooler crystallization, let crystals sediment to bottom, and then 200mM salt in 1-
xTE solution on top of the pellet was washed out with 100mM salt in bio-water solution. 
2-3 times more wash with 100mM salt in bio-water solution was processed when the re-
dispersed solution was separated to sediment pellet and the supernatant on top. After the 
last wash, the total volume was brought to 32 µl, then 4 µl 10x ligase buffer, followed by 
4 µl T4 ligase solution was added. The ligation should be reacted overnight (>8hrs), at 16 
Celsius. Wheel rotation with a slow speed was used to let ligase and the crystals react 
fully. If the ligation was reacted on bench, shake it several times during the process. After 
ligation, ligase buffer and T4 DNA ligase were washed out with 75mM salt in bio-water 
for 2-3 times with the same method before ligation, and finally 750 µl pure 1-xTE 
solution was added after the last wash to break the crystal into clusters.  
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2.7	Imaging	Techniques	
	
Confocal	Microscopy	
For mounting before confocal imaging, 10µL of ligated crystal suspension was placed 
onto a coverslip, the crystals allowed to sediment and bind for 10 minutes, followed by 
one drop of a high refractive index mounting solution. The mounting medium was then 
vacuum dried overnight, and the sample sealed to a microscope slide with silicone 
vacuum grease. 
The confocal microscope consisted of VisiTech confocal components, LEICA DM 
IRB optical microscope, with an Olympus 100x oil lens. The software we used to take 
and analyse images was Voxcell, with the settings set as 512*512 imaging mode, 31fps 
rate, and 30 Jump Average. The green channel imaging was processed with the 488nm 
(80%-90% intensity) excitation and illumination wavelength, 488nm primary dichroic, 
500LP barrier filter, 100µm confocal aperture, detector gain as 40%-50%, with a 14%-
17% offset. The red channel imaging was processed with the 561nm (80%-90% intensity) 
excitation and illumination wavelength, 568nm primary dichroic, 580LP barrier filter, 
100µm confocal aperture, detector gain as 35%-50%, with a 14%-17% offset. The images 
were taken using a Z-capture series with a 0.3µm nominal step size, and saved as tiffs. 
The saved images were viewed and analysed in ImageJ/FIJI. 
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Scanning	Electron	Microscopy	(SEM)	
The morphology of the colloidal particles is observed with FEI Quanta 600 SEM/ESEM 
instrument. The SEM samples are prepared by dropping the liquid on an EM stub, drying 
in the vacuum prior to sputter coating with gold, platinum or iridium. The ESEM samples 
are pasted on the stage by carbon tapes without any conductive coating applied. For SEM 
imaging, the chamber is in high vacuum (nominally 8 x 10-5 torr) and we use the 
accelerating voltage of 5 kV, spot size of 3.0, working distance around 10 mm. For 
ESEM imaging, the voltage is increased to 30 kV and we put a LFD detector into the 
chamber that is in low vacuum (nominally 1.40 torr). 
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CHAPTER	3	Dimpled	Polyhedral	Colloids	Formed	by	Colloidal	
Crystal	Templating	
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3.1	Abstract	
Many approaches to the self-assembly of interesting microstructures rely on particles 
with engineered shapes. We create dimpled solid particles by molding oil droplets in the 
interstices of a close-packed colloidal crystal, and polymerizing them in situ; resulting in 
particles containing multiple spherical dimples arranged with various polyhedral 
symmetries. Monodisperse micron-sized droplets of 3-methacryloxypropyl 
trimethoxysilane (TPM) are mixed with an excess of polystyrene (PS) microspheres (2.58 
µm) and allowed to sediment, forming colloidal crystals with TPM droplets inside their 
interstitial sites. When these crystals are compressed by partial drying, the trapped 
droplets wet the multiple microspheres surrounding them, forming a three-dimensional 
capillary bridge with the symmetry of the interstitial spaces, and are then mild heating 
triggers polymerization in situ. Depending on the initial particle volume fraction and 
extent of drying, a high yield of dimpled particles having different symmetries including 
tetrahedra and cubes are obtained. The fractional yield of different shapes varies with the 
size ratio of the TPM droplets and the PS microspheres forming the template lattice. 
Sedimentation velocity fractionation methods are effective for enrichment of specific 
symmetries, but not complete purification.  Our approach for forming polyhedral 
particles should be readily scalable to larger samples and smaller sized particles if 
desired. 
3.2	Introduction	
A classic problem in soft matter research is directed self-assembly—the spontaneous 
formation of a desired microscopic structure from smaller building blocks, as determined 
by their shapes and interactions.  To date, experimenters have synthesized a panoply[1] of 
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particles including polyhedral particles,[2-14] nanorods and filaments,[15-17] rigid clusters 
of spheres[18-25]  and ‘patchy’ particles that interact through defined areas on their 
surfaces[10, 26-36]. Numerous experiments and simulations have studied the assembly of 
such anisotropic colloids.[33, 37-43] A notable method for forming unique structures on 
the microscale is to use colloidal crystals as a mold or template,[44] allowing the 
formation of opal-like ordered macroporous solids,[45-48] which can also be processed 
to yield polyhedral particles.[49] Work by Glotzer considers a family of shapes 
resembling spheres with flat facets having a polyhedral symmetry,[50-52] and suggests that 
the structures they form are determined by directional entropic interactions due to their 
liquid-structural correlations.[51] Despite such predictions, reports of the successful 
assembly of shaped or patchy particles into three-dimensional ordered structures are 
relatively scarce.[53],[54] Part of the challenge is obtaining particles of the required shape, 
purity, uniformity, quantity and stability as well as doing so at a small enough length-
scale to enable thermal equilibration, roughly 1 µm or smaller.  
Here, we report a simple method to prepare polyhedral colloids, including tetrahedra 
and cubes, with excellent uniformity and scalability. Specifically, we prepare 
monodisperse emulsion droplets of 3-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysilane (TPM), trap 
them into the interstitial spaces of a three-dimensional colloidal crystal, and then 
compress the crystal to a nearly close-packed state by partial drying of the crystalline 
pellet.  During compression, the droplets nucleate wetting to the host particles, conform 
to the shape of the interstitial cavity, and mild heating triggers the polymerization of the 
TPM into solid particles. These solid TPM particles, released by dissolving the host 
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crystal lattice, contain multiple negative curvature spherical ‘dimples’ arranged either 
with tetrahedral or cubic symmetry, depending on whether they were compressed in the 
host lattice’s tetrahedral or octahedral sites. Analysis of the particle shape indicates that 
they resemble three-dimensional capillary bridges, which can deform the host lattice to 
minimize the droplet’s capillary energy.  The yield of different symmetries depends on 
the size ratio of the droplets to the host-lattice particles; up to 25% (for tetrahedra) and 
35% (for cubes) of solid TPM particles have the desired regular symmetry, with the 
remainder being primarily undimpled spheres.  Centrifuging the resulting mixtures of 
particles in a density gradient allows their dispersion according to their sedimentation 
velocity, and thus symmetry. Significant enrichment of some particle symmetries was 
demonstrated with this technique, with the major impurity being below-nominal sized 
spheres. Even at the small scale of current experiments, ~108 micron-sized tetrahedral 
particles can be obtained in a single batch. As a three-dimensional technique, we 
anticipate that the mass of particles produced per batch is readily scalable, opening the 
door to future self-assembly experiments. The physics of colloidal crystal templating and 
droplet wetting also scales, and so these methods should allow the size of the resulting 
dimpled particles (roughly 1 µm here) to be scaled down if desired. 
3.3	Experimental	Section	
Approach Our approach to forming polyhedrally-dimpled spherical microparticles is 
to use an easily self-assembled periodic three-dimensional microstructure, specifically a 
close-packed colloidal crystal, as a template or mold for shaping fluid droplets prior to 
and during their solidification.  While conceptually simple, turning this idea into a 
working process entails realizing several potentially challenging steps, shown 
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schematically in Figure 3.1.  Emulsification: a highly monodisperse emulsion with a 
carefully controllable mean size, and made of a suitably polymerizable monomer, must 
be produced. [55] Crystallization: the droplets must be co-crystallized with host lattice 
particles in a manner that does not lead to them being phase separated from the hosts, nor 
overly disturbing the structure of the host crystal. Wetting and Polymerization: The 
resulting droplet-loaded colloidal crystal must be densified, causing the droplets to 
contact and then wet the host particles, forming a three-dimensional capillary bridge 
resembling a dimpled sphere, and then polymerized in situ. Fractionation and 
Enrichment: The host crystal has to be dissolved to release the dimpled particles, and 
particles without the desired symmetry must be removed. 
 
Preparing TPM Emulsions. Monodisperse emulsions of TPM oil (3-
methacryloxypropyl-trimethoxysilane) are prepared and polymerized closely following 
	
Figure 3.1: A schematic of the process for forming dimpled particles with polyhedral symmetry.  
Monodisperse TPM emulsion droplets are mixed with an excess ammount of PS microspheres and co-sedimented 
in 1g, crystallized, and compressed, leading to wetting if the TPM onto the PS lattice to form the final dimpled 
shapes. Finally, the TPM is polymerized at 80 °C, and the PS microspheres dissolved to release the TPM particles. 
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the methods of Sacanna.[55] First we hydrolyze 0.7 ml pure TPM oil in 10 ml bio-water 
with rapid stirring for 8 hours at RT. After hydrolysis is complete, we combine 1 ml of 
the hydrolyzed TPM solution in a clean vial with 3 ml of freshly prepared 0.4M ammonia 
hydroxide solution. The hydroxide is added drop-wise to the oil solution with continuous 
aggressive stirring (e.g. setting 7 on a Corning hotplate); the clear solution quickly turns 
turbid. A poly-condensation reaction produces insoluble oligomers that phase separate,[56] 
resulting in the nucleation and growth of small, monodisperse droplets, ~0.6 µm in 
diameter. To increase the droplet size, we add the hydrolyzed TPM solution dropwise, to 
slowly ‘feed’ the droplets additional hydrolyzed TPM solution without nucleating new 
droplets, until the desired diameter of the oil droplets is reached, as verified by optical 
microscopy. Vigorously stirring during the feeding process is critical to maintain a 
monodisperse emulsion. Typical polydispersity is 4-5%, independent of the final 
diameter, as determined after polymerization[56] using electron microscopy, results shown 
in Figure 3.2.  The TPM emulsions remain monodisperse for at least a week, if suspended 
in a 1 mg/ml solution of Pluronic F108, indicating that they are stable against both 
ripening (due to oligomer insolubility) and coalescence (due to Pluronic stabilization). 
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TPM droplet co-crystallization, compression and solidification. To prepare 
dimpled particles, we first combine in a clean Eppendorf tube TPM oil emulsion (10 µL 
of TPM emulsion), PS microspheres (2.581 µm, MFG lot#501209), AIBN 
(Azobisisobutyronitrile, 10 µL), and bio-water to a total volume of 700 µL, adjusting the 
PS quantity such that the stoichiometry of oil droplets to PS particles is roughly 1:2, 
mixing them for 20 minutes on a vortex mixer. This mixture is allowed to equilibrate for 
at least 4 or up to 16 hours, to allow AIBN diffusion into the droplets.  To avoid 
droplet/PS particle de-mixing during crystallization due to their different sedimentation 
velocities, we first pre-densify the mixture by pelleting the mixture under light 
centrifugation and remove most of the supernatant. The remaining TPM-PS mixture 
(approximately 100 µL) is re-suspended, well mixed to about 30% particle volume 
fraction and then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 6000 rpm, during which crystallization 
occurs. Approximately 50 µL of the newly resulting supernatant is then removed.  This 
wet pellet is allowed to dry naturally with the tube cap off for an hour, leading to a 
 
Figure 3.2: TPM emulsions yield highly monodisperse spheres after polymerization, with 1.53 µm diameter 
TPM particles of 3.6 % polydispersity on left (a), and1.06 µm diameter TPM particles of 3.3% polydispersity 
on right (b).  Droplets shrink by ~7.5% in diameter upon polymerization. 
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polycrystalline pellet at high volume fraction that is still wet throughout. The tube is then 
capped with foil containing a small hole, and placed in a preheated 80 °C oven for 1 hour 
50 minutes (Figure 1).  During this time, capillary stresses at the pellet surface further 
compress the crystal, leading to wetting nucleation between the PS particles and the 
droplets while the latter are still liquid.  This is followed by droplet solidification due to 
polymerization, and finally complete drying of the pellet to a white solid. The relative 
speed of the drying and polymerization processes can be controlled by adjusting the size 
of the hole in the foil by trial and error (e.g. the hole is made larger if particles with no 
dimples are formed, or smaller if the particles have irregular shapes formed by a drying 
front). 
Releasing Dimpled Particles and Fractionation. First, 800 µL Bio-water is added to 
the Eppendorf tube and sonicated for 1 minute to partially redisperse the pellet. After a 
single centrifugation wash (6000 rpm-10 min), the supernatant is removed and 1000 µL 
acetone is added, followed by sonication for 1 minute and vortex shaking overnight.  
Dissolved PS is removed by three centrifugation washes in pure acetone. After the last 
wash step, the pellet of pure TPM particles are redispersed in bio-water.  
To enrich TPM particles with desired shapes (e.g. tetrahedra and cubes), we used 
density gradient fractionation similar to that used by other authors.[57]  Specifically we 
prepared aqueous dextran density gradients using a commercial gradient maker (SG15, 
Hoefer Inc).[58] These gradients were loaded into 15 ml glass centrifuge tubes and ranged 
from 9% (w/w) dextran at the bottom to 3% (w/w) at the top, and contained 1 mg/ml 
Pluronic F108 throughout. TPM particle suspensions were carefully loaded on top 
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(loading volume from 350 µL to 500 µL, volume fraction (3-7) x 10-4, and centrifuged at 
3200 RPM (2050g) for ~10 min in a swinging bucket rotor. After separation, different 
cuts of the bands were removed by hand using long blunt-ended needles and the dextran 
was removed by washing. 
Microscopy. The size of the droplets and the shape of the TPM particles are observed 
by an optical microscope (LEICA DMIRB) with a 100x oil-immersion lens. The 
morphology of the TPM particles is observed with FEI Quanta 600 SEM/ESEM 
instrument. The SEM samples are prepared by dropping the liquid on an EM stub, drying 
in the vacuum prior to sputter coating with gold, platinum or iridium. The ESEM samples 
are pasted on the stage by carbon tapes without any conductive coating applied. For SEM 
imaging, the chamber is in high vacuum (nominally 8 x 10-5 torr) and we use the 
accelerating voltage of 5 kV, spot size of 3.0, working distance around 10 mm. For 
ESEM imaging, the voltage is increased to 30 kV and we put a LFD detector into the 
chamber that is in low vacuum (nominally 1.40 torr). 
Materials. TPM oil, (3-methacryloxypropyl-trimethoxysilane, 98%) was purchased 
from Acros Organics. Polystyrene (PS, 2.581 µm) microspheres were purchased from 
Seradyn company.  The results reported here used MFG lot #501209 and PKG lot 
#600179, a different lot (MFG as #501210 and PKG as #600180) with similar size (2.627 
µm) and surface charge showed poor dimpled particle yield, presumably due to difficulty 
nucleating wetting by TPM oil.  The initiator azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, 12wt% in 
acetone) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemistry. Bio-water (Biology Grade) was 
purchased from HyClone Company. Acetone (HPLC grade) was purchased from Fisher 
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Scientific. Ammonia hydroxide (A.C.S) was purchased from Fisher Scientific and diluted 
with bio-water to 0.4M. Dextran from Leuconostoc (15K-25K) was purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals above were used as received. 
3.4	Results	and	Discussion	
Droplets partition to crystal interstices. To understand the structure of the colloidal 
crystals and the location of the droplets within them, we broke apart the dry crystals after 
TPM polymerization and imaged them using ESEM (environmental scanning electron 
microscopy), with typical results shown in Figure 3.3.  The host particles form a close-
	
Figure 3.3:  ESEM micrographs reveal large crystalline domains of PS particles  
in a and b, host particles form a close-packed crystal structure, with dense triangular planes (present in 
both HCP and FCC) in c and d, and dimpled TPM particles in the lattice interstices, in e and f. 
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packed crystal structure, with numerous dense triangular planes (presumably a mixture of 
both HCP and FCC stacking), and a domain size of 20-40 µm.  Close scrutiny reveals  
dimpled TPM particles occupying interstitial sites, shown in Figure 3.3 e,f.   
Clearly, the presence of the smaller TPM droplets, even in 50% number ratio with the 
PS particles, did not significantly affect the ordering and crystallization of the host PS 
lattice. Specifically, no noticeable decrease in lattice quality was observed, relative to 
lower TPM loading controls. Prior to drying, the crystal is in an expanded state—
neighboring particles are not in contact—the typical 54% particle volume fraction of a 
hard-sphere crystal is much less than the 74% fraction for a close-packed crystal of 
spheres. Neighboring particle surfaces have an average separation of ~11% of a particle 
diameter ( i.e. (0.74/0.54)1/3 ~ 1.11). Physically, we conclude that the expanded PS crystal 
can readily accommodate the smaller TPM droplets as interstitial ‘defects’. 
   Intuitively, the symmetry of the dimpled particles should depend on the structure of 
the interstitial sites—close-packed crystals have two types—tetrahedral sites and 
octahedral sites, shown in Figure 3.4. In a perfect crystal the number ratio of host particle 
sites to tetrahedral sites to octahedral sites is 1:2:1; but each octahedral site about 6 times 
larger in volume than the more numerous tetrahedral sites. Oil droplets in tetrahedral sites 
are surrounded by four PS spheres, and would result in particles having a tetrahedral 
symmetry; droplets trapped in the octahedral sites are surrounded by six spheres, and 
would result in a cubical symmetry particle. Small spheres might not form contacts with 
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particles, and remain spheres. Defective or amorphous regions in the crystal might result 
in asymmetrically dimpled particles. 
Crystal templating yields a variety of dimpled particle shapes. The TPM particles 
released after dissolving the host lattice using acetone correspond to our expectations 
given the larger size of octahedral interstices—experiments with smaller droplets yield 
mostly tetrahedra and spheres, while experiments with larger droplets yield many cubes  
as well as tetrahedra and spheres, see Figure 3.5a and b.  Closer scrutiny of the observed 
shapes, Figure 3.5c, reveals that tetrahedrally dimpled particles can either be ‘regular’ 
(symmetric), or ‘irregular’ (operationally defined as having more than a 20% difference 
	
Figure 3.4: Two different types of interstitial sites (tetrhdral and octahedral sites) in a closed-packed FCC crystal  
Final particle shape depends on the droplets location in the lattice (4a and 4b), depending on the two kinds of 
interstitial sites (tetrahedral or octahedral) in a close-packed crystal structure. Octahedral sites are six times larger in 
volume than the tetrahedral sites, and half as numerous. Dimpled shapes with cubical and tetrahedral symmetry are 
obtained from octahedral sites and tetrahedral sites (4c and 4d). 
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in edge thicknesses).  Such irregularity is presumably due to lattice distortion, which will 
be discussed below.   
We systematically varied the size of the initial TPM droplet, and quantified the 
morphologies of the resulting particles using EM, the statistics are shown in Figure 3.6. 
	
Figure 3.5: Electron micrographs of dimpled particles reveal a mixture of shapes of TPM particles. 
Undimpled spheres, regular tetrahedra, irregular tetrahedra, cubes, and asymmetrically dimpled particles with the 
droplet size ratios of 0.61 (a) and 0.38 (b). Close-ups of different dimpled particles morphologies (c) formed from 
different initial droplet sizes (0.6 µm to 1.57 µm). Scale bars are 0.5 µm in length. 
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Several trends are apparent.  First, for small droplets that are still large enough to form 
dimpled tetrahedral (the geometrical requirement is size ratio > 0.225), the fractional 
yield of dimpled particles is very low, see column a-d in Figure 6. This is presumably due 
to the majority of droplets partitioning to the larger octahedral sites, where they do not 
contact the host lattice, and ultimately yield spherical particles. For larger droplets (see 
column c,d) the yield of regular tetrahedral particles increases to ~13% of the total. The 
size ratio range for obtaining the highest yield of regular tetrahedra (~13%) while 
minimizing the number of irregular tetrahedral is for size ratios between 0.28 and 0.36. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: The percentage yields (by number) of different shaped TPM particles depend on the size ratio (radius of 
polymerized, and thus shrunken, spherical droplets divided by PS particle radius).  
Column a and b show that for smaller size ratios most of the particles are spheres (~90%), and there are ~5% regular 
tetrahedra with very few irregular tetrahedra (defined as having more than a 20% difference in the thickness of visible 
edges). Columns c and d show the optimal size ratio range to make regular tetrahedra (~13%). In column e and f, 
cubes start to appear. In the column g to i, we obtain many cubes (25%-35%) but regular tetrahedra become less 
frequent. Moreover, starting from column c, asymmetrically dimpled particles are consistently about 15% of the 
total.  Percentages are based upon counting of at least 200 randomly selected particles in multiple EM fields. 
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Cubes first appear at a size ratio of 0.43 in Figure 3.6, column e. Oversampled data in 
the size ratio range of 0.36 to 0.43, showed that cubical particles first appear very close to 
the expected geometrical size ratio, 0.414. The optimal size ratio to obtain cubes that at 
the same time minimizes the number of asymmetrically dimpled particles was between 
0.46 and 0.54 (between column f and column h). 
Notably, particles with three or fewer dimples (see the legend for the asymmetrically 
dimpled particles in Figure 3.6) are observed to form at all size ratios, including those 
that are so small they could theoretically only be compressed by a tetrahedral interstice.   
The agreement between the first appearance of different particle symmetries and the 
geometrical estimate requires interpretation. The reported size ratio is the droplet radius 
after polymerization (and 7.5% shrinkage), and the geometrical cutoffs (0.225 and 0.414) 
assume a close packed lattice.  In reality at the moment where wetting occurs, the 
droplets are presumably larger than the post-polymerization sphere radius (measured by 
EM) and the lattice parameter of the crystal is still expanded, apparently by a similar 
amount.   
Wetting explains observed dimple formation. We hypothesize that our dimpled 
particles form as the result of wetting of the TPM oil onto the PS template particles, so as 
to form a microscopic capillary bridge spanning their neighboring PS particles, rather 
than compression of the droplet. For one, the sharp edges on the particle dimples are 
consistent with a contact line; compression without wetting would result in a smoothly 
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curved edge (corresponding to a contact angle closer to 180°). The addition of a polymer 
surfactant (Pluronic F-108), which coats the oil droplets and PS particles, effectively 
preventing wetting, completely suppresses any dimpled particle formation. This finding 
suggests that the forces associated with drying induced compression of the crystal, while 
likely sufficient to bring the PS particles and TPM droplets into molecular contact, are 
likely not sufficient to deform the TPM droplets themselves. 
The formation of wetting contacts, besides requiring the TPM droplets and PS 
particles to come into molecular contact also must overcome a nucleation barrier. Since 
TPM droplets and PS microspheres in mixed suspensions do not spontaneously adhere in 
surfactant-free ammonia buffer, but do wet and coalesce in the absence of buffer, we 
conclude that surface force repulsions at high pH or the surface charges on the TPM 
droplets themselves, present a barrier to wetting nucleation.  During the partial drying of 
our crystalline pellets, however, this barrier to wetting nucleation between TPM droplets 
and PS particles is removed by the evaporation of ammonia buffer from our crystals.  
Indeed, control experiments with large amounts of excess added ammonia, or non-
evaporating basic buffers also completely suppress dimpled particle formation. 
Curiously, dimpling yield was observed to vary for different lots of polystyrene particles, 
even when the particles were carefully washed to remove any free surfactants.  We 
suppose that some undetected feature of such PS particle surfaces at the molecular scale 
blocks wetting nucleation; such PS particles that TPM does not wet can be screened in a 
simple aggregation assay under neutral pH conditions. Asymmetrically dimpled particles, 
such as those with three or fewer dimples, presumably form when some neighboring 
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spheres fail to nucleate wetting.  Improved chemical control of wetting nucleation would 
reduce the incidence of particles with three or fewer dimples, and increase the yield of 
tetrahedral and cubical particles. 
	
Figure 3.7: Analysis of minimum particle edge thicknesses, l provides information regarding lattice expansion for both 
tetrahedral particles (a-c) and octahedral particles (d-f).  
SEM images (a,d) show edge thicknesses gets thinner as droplets grow larger, along with subtle changes in morphology. 
Measured edge thicknesses versus droplet size (b,e) are compared to curves separating the cases of close packed PS 
spheres (below) and expanded lattices (above). Here, r_e is the major radius of a dimpled droplet and R is the radius of 
the PS particle.  Larger tetrahedral droplets expand the lattice (c) and give rise to irregular tetrahedral shapes, while 
cubical droplets pulls the spheres together (f). Scale bar is 0.5 µm. 
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Particle shape reveals lattice distortions or their absence. To probe the lattice 
deformations around the droplets, we closely examined the shape of the particles by 
measuring the thickness of the thin edges between dimples on both regular tetrahedral 
and cubical particles, Figure 3.7.  The results can be compared to expectations for a 3-d 
capillary bridge model.  Specifically, if a droplet wets a PS sphere, the sphere will indent 
into the droplet until a contact angle is reached, at which point the droplet will still be 
spherical, and the total capillary force between the droplet and the sphere will be zero.   
In our experiment, we can anticipate two possible scenarios.  In the first, for small 
droplets or too many wetting PS spheres the PS spheres will make contact with one 
another prior to the particles penetrating deep enough into the droplet to reach the 
equilibrium contact angle.  In this case, we suppose that the shape of the particle will 
become a non-spherical capillary bridge so as to satisfy its contact angle requirement, and 
the capillary stress of the non-spherical droplet will be balanced by contact forces 
between the PS particles.  In a second scenario, (for larger droplets or fewer PS particles) 
the droplet can reach contact angle equilibrium without the PS particles contacting one 
another.  In our experiment, this would require local lattice expansion and distortion 
relative to a compressed (close-packed) lattice.  Using simple geometry, we can compute 
the dimpled particle edge thickness corresponding to the marginal case separating the two 
scenarios.  This case corresponds to a dimpled droplet with a spherical bridge TPM-water 
interface, the same total volume as an undimpled sphere and either 4 or 6 close-packed 
(i.e. contacting) spheres.  The relations are 
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                                                                       ,            (1) 
and 
                                                                         ,              (2) 
for the tetrahedral and cubical cases, respectively, where l is the edge thickness, rd is the 
radius of the sphere that circumscribes the dimpled particle, R is the PS sphere radius and  
, . 
Comparisons of the observed dimple particle edge thicknesses with the separatrices 
from Eqn (1) and (2) are shown in Figure 7b,e. Most tetrahedral particle edges are thicker 
than the marginal case, indicating that the TPM droplet expands the lattice.   Intuitively, 
the size ratio where this lattice expansion is first observed corresponds to the first 
appearance of ‘irregular tetrahedra’, which provides confirmation for the analysis. In 
contrast, most cubical particles have edges that are below the separatrix, suggesting that 
the droplet capillary forces pull the six PS spheres together rather than pushing the lattice 
apart.  This in turn neatly explains the much more consistent regularity of the cubical 
particles. 
     Moreover, we can estimate the equilibrium contact angle of TPM on PS from the 
shape analysis.  Where the data intersect the blue curves in Figure 3.7b,e, the droplets are 
spherical and in wetting equilibrium.  In that case, the contact angle is equal to 180° less 
the angle corresponding to the arccos() term in Eqns (1) and (2).  The data in Figure3. 7 
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yield roughly 135° for the contact angle for both dimpled shapes.  This value is consistent 
with experiments using toluene-swollen PS reported in ([59]). 
Control experiments with significantly greater drying are able to create some 
terahedrally dimpled particles with much thinner edges (but with a high incidence of 
droplets that have been torn apart by the advancing air meniscus).  This suggests that the 
capillary forces in our typical experiments dominate the forces of lattice compression. 
Shape enrichment by sedimentation velocity fractionation. We used density 
gradient fractionation to purify TPM particles with the desired symmetries based on their 
differing sedimentation velocities[39, 57] (see the Experimental Section for details).  This 
separation is challenging due to the particles having the same mass and volume; the 
sedimentation velocities differ only slightly due to the particles’ non-spherical shapes.  
Clean separation into separate resolved bands was not achieved, but the observed width 
of a continuous band (vs. the narrow band formed by monodisperse spheres) suggests that 
separation occurs due to dispersion of sedimentation velocities in the sample.  This band 
was divided into 5 separate fractions in the vertical direction, with the fractions showing 
varying degrees of dimpled particle enrichment. EM reveals the uppermost ‘cut’ to be 
enriched several-fold for regular polyhedra, see Figure 3.8. Such fractionation was 
repeated several times, and yielded typically 60-70% tetrahedral particles for samples at 
starting size ratio 0.35.  The major contaminants with the regular tetrahedra and cubes are 
spheres.  The spheres in the enriched sample are observed to be ~5% smaller in diameter 
than the mean-sized spheres, suggesting they are present because their sedimentation 
velocity matched that of the tetrahedral particles (or equivalently, that the tetrahedral 
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particles sediment ~10% slower than a same-volume sphere).  An improved emulsion 
preparation strategy that yielded higher monodispersity (relative to the 4% presented 
here), or improved centrifuge technique would yield higher purity suspensions of 
tetrahedral or cubical particles.  An alternative strategy would be to drive selective 
crystallization of the dimpled particles, allowing the spheres to be washed away. 
Our method may be compared to the approach of Duguet and coworkers,[12] which 
also form silica-based particles with polyhedrally arranged dimples.  They begin with 
polyhedral ‘multipod’ particles synthesized by nucleating polymer droplets around a 
silica seed particle,[13], followed by the growth of the silica seed and removal of the 
polymer.  As in our case, the final purity of the dimpled particles typically is less than 
	
Figure 3.8: An SEM micrograph of a sample enriched in tetrahedral particles using gradient fractionation. 
The fraction of tetrahedra in enriched samples is typically 60-70%, as determined by counting more than 
200 particles in multiple EM fields. This is significantly higher than the ~10-15% yield present in the 
original sample, formed at size ratio 0.35. The main contaminants are smaller sized undimpled particles and 
asymmetrically dimpled particles that closely match the sedimentation velocity of the tetrahedra. 
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80%; being limited by the shape purity of the input multipods, which presumably 
depends on seed monodispersity and careful attention to chemical hygiene.  In contrast, 
our particles are larger, our batch sizes are smaller, and our process is faster with fewer 
and simpler chemical steps. 
 
3.5	Conclusions	
 
In this paper, we use colloidal crystal templates to form highly regular polyhedral 
particles containing multiple concave dimples and having tetrahedral and cubical 
symmetry. Our results indicate that droplets readily partition into the crystals as 
interstitial defects and assume shapes expected for three-dimensional capillary bridges in 
the interstitial geometry. At the same time, we find that wettability is also a prerequisite 
for dimpling particles in the interstices. Sedimentation velocity fractionation shows 
promise to create bulk suspensions of such particles purified according to their shapes. 
Similarly shaped particles have been predicted to have interesting self-assembly 
behaviour, including the formation of body-centered cubic and diamond lattice 
structures.[50] Future work will focus on expanding the variety of shapes that can be 
achieved using crystal templating, their purification and eventual self-assembly, as well 
as reducing the particle size to smaller particles. 
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4.1	Abstract	
Future optical materials promise to do for photonics what semiconductors did for 
electronics, but the challenge has long been in creating the structure they require—a 
regular, three-dimensional array of transparent microspheres arranged like the atoms in a 
diamond crystal. Here we demonstrate a simple approach for spontaneously growing 
double-diamond (or B32) crystals that contain a suitable diamond structure, using DNA 
to direct the self-assembly process. While diamond symmetry crystals have been grown 
from much smaller nanoparticles, none of those previous methods suffice for the larger 
particles needed for photonic applications, whose size must be comparable to the 
wavelength of visible light. Intriguingly, the crystals we observe do not readily form in 
simulations; nor have they been predicted theoretically. This finding suggests that still 
other unexpected microstructures may be accessible using this approach and bodes well 
for future efforts to inexpensively mass-produce metamaterials for an array of photonic 
applications. 
4.2	Introduction	
Metamaterials, typically consisting of optical wavelength sized building blocks arranged 
in periodic arrays, promise the creation of unique photonic technologies[1]. A 
particularly favorable three-dimensional metamaterial consists of transparent spheres 
arranged on a cubic diamond lattice[2], which has led to a multi-decade effort to form 
diamond structures using lithography[3], micromanipulation[4] or holography[5] as well 
as self-assembly approaches based upon liquid crystals[6], nanoparticles[7-9] or colloidal 
crystallization[10-15].  The notorious difficulty of forming a diamond lattice using 
colloidal crystallization is due to the structure’s low filling fraction and mechanical 
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instability; colloids with short-ranged and isotropic attractive interactions will favor a 
denser and more highly coordinated structure. Different proposed approaches for self-
assembling colloidal diamond crystals are summarized in Figure 4.1. One approach is to 
use isotropic interactions that combine a long-range repulsion with a short-ranged 
attraction[10, 13, 14], Figure 4.1a.  While this approach has led to the experimental 
formation of diamond-like crystals of oppositely charged nanoparticles[7], it does not 
appear to be adaptable to the larger scales required for photonic materials.  A second 
proposed approach uses ‘patchy colloids’ that only interact through small patches on their 
surfaces[16], Figure 4.1b, to mimic the tetrahedral directional interactions of carbon 
atoms in a diamond lattice, but is challenging due to competition with a 
thermodynamically preferred amorphous tetrahedral liquid or gel[17-20]. A third 
approach is to form a denser and more highly coordinated structure that contains a 
diamond lattice of one compositionally distinct species, which has a second lattice or 
‘scaffold’ of another species in its interstitial space, which prevents the diamond lattice 
from collapsing or rearranging. One example is isomorphic to the MgCu2 Laves 
phase[12, 21], Figure 4.1c, in which the ‘scaffold’ consists of smaller ‘Cu’ spheres[11] 
arranged into a second diamond lattice of tetrahedral clusters of spheres[15] (also known 
as the pyrochlore lattice).  
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Here we demonstrate a simple self-assembly method for growing ‘scaffolded’ 
diamond crystallites from roughly 400 nm diameter polymer microspheres, with a lattice 
spacing comparable to that of visible light. First, we prepare two slightly different-sized 
species of microspheres with complementary DNA strands grafted to their surfaces[22], 
which form molecular bridges[23-25] between them when they come within ~30 nm of 
contact. Under conditions where the DNA bridge formation is rapid and reversible[26], 
the spheres experience a short-ranged attraction that drives the spontaneous nucleation 
and growth of large colloidal crystals[23, 27-31]. Many of the resulting crystals have a 
well-ordered ‘double diamond’ (DD) or B32 structure—where the ‘scaffold’ is simply a 
second diamond lattice of smaller and different-composition spheres, Figure 4.1d, 
interpenetrating the first. This structure is isomorphic to the NaTl Zintl phase[32] in 
 
Figure 4.1: Proposed approaches for making diamond-like colloidal crystals.   
a, A simple diamond lattice can be stabilized by oppositely charged particles occupying alternating lattice sites, or 
with a single particle type having a short ranged attraction and long-ranged repulsion. b, Particles that adhere through 
tetrahedrally arranged patches may form a diamond lattice.  c, An MgCu2 Laves phase consists of a diamond lattice 
(red) surrounded by a scaffold of small spheres (green) arranged in tetrahedra.  d, Our approach forms a double 
diamond (DD) (or B32) lattice consisting of two interpenetrating diamond lattices (red and green). 
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atomic solids. Our observation of such a ‘double diamond’ (DD) or B32 lattice has not 
been predicted for this system and is completely unexpected. While this structure has 
been reported once in a nanoparticle system[8], its thermodynamic stability requires next-
nearest neighbor interactions32,33 that are not present with DNA-colloids[32, 33].  Indeed, 
simulations show that the binding energy of our DD crystallites is smaller than for co-
occurring crystallites having a CsCl structure. Moreover, matched simulations fail to 
nucleate or grow such DD crystals directly from a fluid phase, suggesting non-classical 
mechanisms for both processes. This explanation is supported by the crystallites extreme 
structural deformability and the experimental observation of the crystallites' reconstructed 
surfaces. Crosslinking[34] such crystals and dissolving the smaller scaffold species could 
provide a facile and scalable route for self-assembling diamond crystals that would have 
interesting and useful metamaterial properties. 
4.3	Results	
Formation and imaging of binary colloidal crystals. To form DD crystals we use a 
suspension containing two types of similarly-sized microspheres with diameters of 
roughly 400 nm, in water, which have been engineered to have controllable and 
chemically specific interactions. For the two species ‘A’ and ‘B’, our four adjustable 
parameters are two ‘like’ attraction strengths, UAA and UBB, one ‘unlike’ one, UAB= UBA, 
(defined as positive-valued parameters) and the spheres’ diameter ratio. The interactions 
are realized and modulated by grafting various amounts of complementary DNA strands 
to the two particle species’ surfaces[22, 23], see Methods for details. When two 
microspheres bearing complementary DNA sequences come near contact, DNA 
hybridization leads to molecular bridges that pull the spheres together. When the DNA 
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density is sufficiently high[26, 31] the attraction resembles an isotropic, reversible 
interaction potential[24, 25] with a range of about 30 nm.  All particle pairs also feel a 
soft repulsion near contact due to the compression of their DNA brushes17, having a 
range of roughly 10 nm. Since both length scales are much shorter than a particle radius, 
we consider the particles to act nearly as ‘sticky’ hard spheres, whose packing is 
determined by the size of their hard cores, but with an additional energy benefit when 
spheres with complementary DNA are in contact. Temperature provides a convenient 
means to modulate the colloidal interactions, since DNA bridges dissociate at elevated 
temperature. To form crystals, we place a binary suspension of 20% total particle volume 
fraction in a slowly cooling hot water bath.  As the temperature falls, the attractive 
interactions become gradually stronger until crystals form by homogeneous nucleation. 
     The resulting, typically polyhedral[29] crystallites are permanently cross-linked by 
enzymatic ligation[34], mounted in a high-index mounting medium and imaged on a 
confocal microscope. The two particle types are stained with different dyes: smaller A 
spheres in green, and larger B spheres in red, which can be imaged separately. With the 
particle sizes and mounting medium we use, the crystallites are effectively transparent, 
and we can observe both their global shape and their lattice structure throughout their 
depth. While confocal microscopy cannot resolve the three-dimensional structure of 
submicron lattices in the depth direction, it can resolve the particle arrangement and 
spacing in two-dimensional focal plane slices.  The resulting images resemble the 
superposition  of two adjacent crystal planes parallel to the focal plane.  By matching 
these patterns to computer rendered lattice models from different viewing angles, for an 
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ensemble of crystallites and two color channels, the three-dimensional lattice structures 
can be reliably inferred. 
 
				 		
	
Figure 4.2: Polyhedral crystallites have a double diamond structure.  
a, When DNA-grafted microspheres come near contact, they experience an attractive interaction due to bridges of 
DNA, b, formed from two grafted single-stranded DNAs (green,red), both hybridized to a linker strand (blue) to form 
a short double-stranded segment. c, The nucleotide sequence of the strands forms a ligatable ‘nick’ between the two 
grafted strands (green,red). d, The attraction drives the formation of double diamond (DD) crystallites with 
cuboctahedral form having six square (100) faces and eight triangular (111) faces.  e  Confocal section of a crystallite 
viewed along the (100) direction shows a square profile (smaller green spheres shown). f, Confocal section of a 
crystallite viewed along (111) shows an hexagonal profile (smaller green spheres shown). g, Zooming into the boxed 
section of e, (left panels) both the small (green) and large (red) particles display square lattices matching an ideal DD 
crystal model at the same scale (right panels). h Zooming into the boxed section of f, (left panels) both the small 
(green) and large (red) particles display triangular lattices that are slightly distorted relative to the expected ideal DD 
lattice (right panels). Scale bar is 2 µm. Three-dimensional dataset available as Supplementary Movie 1. 
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Structure and incidence of double-diamond crystals. Many double diamond (DD) 
crystallites we observe have the form of a cuboctahedron having square (100) and 
triangular (111) faces, shown in Figure 4.2 and  Supplementary Figure 1, and contain of 
order 104 microspheres. Crystallites sediment and typically come to rest on a flat facet, 
aligning the focal plane with the faceting lattice directions. The diamond structure is 
determined from images that show the expected lattice symmetry, orientation and spacing 
	
	
Figure 4.3: Double Diamond crystallites display diamond (211) structure.  
Schematic of double diamond crystallites viewed obliquely, a, and along the (211) lattice direction b, the latter 
appears as a rectangular lattice of foreshortened pairs of spheres. c,d Confocal sections (green channel, small 
particles) of the mid-planes of two different, typical crystallites having a (211) viewing orientation.  e, Zoom into the 
boxed region of the crystallite in c reveals both the small (green) and large (red) particles display rectangular lattices 
of doublets (left) resembling an ideal DD crystal rendered at the same scale (right). f Zoom into the boxed region of 
the crystallite in d reveals both the small (green) and large (red) particles display parallelogram lattices of doublets 
(left) having a ~10° shear angle relative to the ideal DD crystal rendered at the same scale (right), indicating a 
distorted DD lattice. Scale bar is 2µm. Three-dimensional dataset available as Supplementary Movie 2. 
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when the focal plane is parallel to (100) and (111) facets. Moreover, the two different 
particle species consistently show the same lattice symmetry, orientation and spacing, 
indicating our crystallites consist of two interpenetrating, identical diamond lattices, see 
Methods. Other DD crystallites are somewhat less regularly shaped and display 
prominent faces normal to (211) lattice directions. The lattice here resembles a 
rectangular array of doublets (foreshortened pairs of spheres), that also closely matches 
computer generated models for the DD lattice along the (211) direction, in both color 
channels, shown in Figure 4.3. A larger set of DD crystal micrographs are displayed in 
Supplementary Figures 4.2 and 4.3.  A large number of alternative structures were 
examined to see if they could explain our images (see Methods for listing), none were 
even able to qualitatively capture the results, let alone do so with the correct lattice 
spacings. 
We find experimentally that the occurrence of DD crystallites requires the particle 
diameters to differ slightly (sA/sB = 0.96, 0.88 or 0.85, never for sA/sB = 1), have strong 
unlike interactions, UAB >> UBB, weak interactions between the larger spheres, UBB > 0, 
and show no dependence on those between the smaller spheres, UAA. The observations 
regarding the interactions suggest that contacts between the larger spheres are essential to 
DD crystal formation and stability, while contacts between the smaller spheres are not. 
Even under the most favorable conditions, however, the majority (>80%) of crystallites 
formed are isostructural to CsCl, as expected theoretically and reported previously for 
same-sized spheres[29, 31]; the incidence of DD crystals under different conditions is 
summarized in Supplementary Table 1. The DD crystal has very low nearest-neighbor 
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coordination compared to CsCl (in which every A and B particle has 8 AB contacts with 
neighbors). For an ideal diamond structure of B spheres, each B sphere has only 4 (weak) 
B-B contacts; since the A spheres are smaller than the tetrahedral interstice of B’s 
surrounding them, each A can only form at most two (strong) A-B contacts 
simultaneously in an undistorted DD lattice.  Overall, this suggests a puzzle: it would 
appear that the binding energy of DD crystallites due to short-ranged attractions is 
significantly less than that of CsCl crystals, and yet they both form under similar 
conditions.  
Simulated double diamond crystals are deformable. To understand the occurrence 
and stability of DD crystals, we performed a series of Brownian Dynamics (BD) 
simulations using realistic and validated DNA interaction potentials[24], bracketing the 
range of interaction strengths expected in the experiments, see Methods and Figure 1. 
First we constructed spherical and octahedral crystallites initialized to an ideal DD 
structure (with the smaller A spheres slightly shifted to form two A-B contacts each), 
Figure 4a. For sufficiently strong interactions (UBB > 3 kBT, UAB > 6 kBT) the crystallites 
were morphologically stable upon thermalization but also exhibited moderate 
densification that reduced the mean size of the tetrahedral interstices occupied by A 
particles, and increased the mean number of A-B contacts (from 2 to an average of ~4.64 
in the bulk), see Figure 4.4b.  This densification is one manifestation of a preponderance 
of zero-energy or ‘floppy’ modes in the DD structure, corresponding to deformations that 
have zero associated energy penalty because they do not stretch or break favored sphere-
sphere contacts.  Inspired by our prior work[29] in other ‘floppy’ crystals of DNA 
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colloids, we evolved the ideal DD crystal along an arbitrarily chosen shear-like floppy 
mode[35] until a more highly coordinated lattice was reached (with 4 A-B contacts per B 
particle in the bulk), see Figure 4.4c and Methods.  Upon thermalization, this new 
‘sheared DD’ structure reached a coordination that was still higher (to ~5.4 A-B contacts 
per B particle in the bulk), Figure 4d, but which was still far short of that afforded by the 
CsCl structure (8 A-B contacts).  Intriguingly, ~50% of our experimental crystallites 
show clear lattice distortions (bond angles deviate ±10°, and lattice spacings deviate 
±10%), that qualitatively resemble those of the ‘sheared DD’ structure, Figure 4.4d and 
Supplementary Table 1.  This finding suggests that some of our DD crystals may have 
	
Figure 4.4: Double Diamond crystals are stable in simulation.  
a, Rendering of the large, 445 nm diameter particles in an ideal DD lattice, (100) orientation, size ratio 0.88. b, 
snapshot of the same lattice as a after thermalization in a BD simulation, with interactions UBB = 3 kBT, UAB = 6 kBT. 
c, A lower energy lattice resulting from shearing the ideal DD lattice along a zero-energy mode until it achieves more 
A-B type contacts. d, snapshot of the same lattice as c, after thermalization. 
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transformed, as seen in other floppy crystals[29, 35], but the volume of our experimental 
data is not sufficient to allow meaningful statistical tests of this idea. 
Double diamond crystals do not nucleate in simulation. Given the apparent 
energetic unfavorability of the DD lattice (with or without densification or 
transformation), the experimental observations could be explained were the DD crystal 
kinetically favored, having faster nucleation or growth than CsCl. However, BD 
simulations seeded with the above ideal and sheared DD crystallites showed no 
significant growth for any plausible particle interactions or volume fractions. The volume 
fractions tested ranged from 1.25% to 40%, with B-B binding strengths ranging from 0 – 
20 kBT, A-A binding strengths ranging from 0 – 10 kBT and A-B binding strengths 
ranging from 0 – 30 kBT. While some A-A contacts were observed in the densified 
configurations, the stability of the crystallites was essentially independent of the A-A 
binding strength. Crystallite seeds were generally found to melt for A-B binding strengths 
below 5kT.  
In addition to attempts at growing DD seeds with direct BD simulations, umbrella 
sampling simulations also were performed. In these simulations, a bias potential of the 
form UB = k(n - nT)2 was imposed on the system, where n is the total number of particles 
in a DD seed and nT is a target value for the seed size. The bias potential is designed to 
drive the simulation towards configurations that correspond to the target DD crystallite 
size and allows for the extraction of the free energy of the crystallite at that size[36, 37]. 
The number of particles in the crystallite at any given configuration was determined on 
the basis of a Steinhardt bond-orientational order parameter[38]; see Methods. 
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Crystallites of various sizes (containing up to 400 particles) in both sheared and 
unsheared DD configurations were used as initial seeds and allowed to evolve in the 
umbrella sampling simulations. For all initial configurations and binding energies in the 
ranges noted above, the equilibrium crystallite size was found to be smaller than the 
target, suggesting that the crystallites were sub-critical. By comparison, the critical 
nucleus size for CsCl crystallites with comparable A-B binding energies is an order-of-
magnitude smaller—consistent with the fact that CsCl is observed to nucleate and grow 
spontaneously in simulation. These observations do not conclusively rule out direct 
homogeneous nucleation of DD: it is possible that the order parameters we considered are 
not optimally aligned with the growing structure, or that the same kinetic barriers that 
were operational in the direct growth simulations also prevented proper equilibration in 
the umbrella sampling runs. Interestingly, previous simulations[8] of the nanoparticle 
analogue of our system (which is energetically favorable) also fail to show spontaneous 
nucleation or growth of the DD structure. 
4.4	Discussion	
Taken together, the experiments and matched simulations present a conundrum; despite 
the simulations being broadly successful at capturing the behaviour of these DNA-colloid 
systems for forming other crystals, they fail to capture the experimental occurrence of 
double diamond crystallites. One possibility is that the phase that nucleates and grows 
initially is not DD, but an unknown ‘parent’ phase that transforms to the DD structure 
once the crystallite has grown to a finite size. Motivating this possibility is the 
observation of similar Martensitic transformations in other DNA-colloid[29, 35] and 
DNA-nanoparticle[39] crystallites. This hypothesis would suggest that the nucleating 
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configuration is governed by subtle rearrangements that have relaxed out in the fully-
grown crystallite, but which must be known to reliably compute nucleation barriers using 
current methods. Predicting suitable rearrangements a priori is made difficult by the 
extreme floppiness of the DD lattice. For example, in a cubic crystallite with 432 
particles, the DD lattice exhibits 631 floppy modes, compared to only 93 for the CsCl 
lattice we studied previously[35]. An alternative but related explanation is suggested 
from experiment: the (111) facets in the DD crystallites consistently display clear 
reconstruction near the surface, resulting in a banded structure, while the crystal deeper 
inside remains well-ordered, as shown in Figure 4.5.  Presumably, reconstructions such as 
these allow the formation of additional A-B contacts, reducing the surface free energy in 
a similar manner to the well-studied reconstructions in diamond-like atomic systems such 
as silicon[40].  It seems possible that similar reconstructions in the critical nucleus could 
lower the nucleation barrier. Notably, the lack of observation of DD crystals when using 
same-sized A and B spheres, and their maximum occurrence at size ratio ~0.88 may 
provides useful clues for future elucidation of the structure of the critical nuclei or 
transformational intermediates. 
    Scale-up of our DD crystallites to macroscopic materials would likely benefit from 
controlled nucleation on a microfabricated template[11], perhaps along the (100) or (211) 
growth faces that are nearly flat and appear to display little surface reconstruction.  
Photonic applications will also require the substitution of high refractive index 
microspheres as well as the cross-linking, chemical removal of the smaller spheres and 
freeze- or critical- drying. Beyond such engineering concerns, discovering the relevant 
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nucleation pathway and surface relaxation processes for our observed DD crystals will 
require further experiments and simulations, but whose resolution may open up currently 
unanticipated pathways for self-assembling other diamond-like or perhaps even more 
exotic structures. 
  
 
4.5	Methods		
DNA sequences. 
 
	
Figure	4.5:	Crystallites surfaces display lattice reconstruction.  
On the surface of (111) crystallite facets, pairs of smaller, A particles appear to draw together, forming doublets.  This 
gives rise to a banded or striped density modulation.  a-d, In some crystallites, this banding is incoherent or can exist 
in multiple directions resulting in small rhombi of four particles, as in b, upper right. e-f, In other crystallites the 
banding is more coherent, spanning the crystals’ surface and penetrating deeper into the interior.  No obvious 
reconstructions are apparent for (100) or (211) facets.  Images show unprocessed confocal sections separated by 0.5 
µm in depth.  Scale bar is 2 µm.	
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L1' (Ligatable, Phosphorylated): 
 5- /5Phos/TCA ACCTACTCC CAC ATT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT TTT TT/3AmMO/ -3 
L2 (Complementary via linker to L1 & L1', Non-Phosphorylated): 
 5- /5AmMC6/TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT TTT TTT TTA CGC ATC T -3 
L12_Linker_5 (5 base interaction region + nick site + 16 base region): 
 5- TGT GGG AGT AGG TTG AAG ATG -3 
F108 polymer and DNA conjugation. Unless specified, all fluid handling performed 
in autoclaved disposable plastic Eppendorf tubes. Glass vials (3ml), caps, and stir bars 
were washed three times with bio-water, Alconox, Acetone, and Ethanol before use, dried 
on the hot plate at level 4 for 30 minutes-1hr, cooled with compressed air, and finally 
cooled to room temperature on the bench. 500mg F108, 2ml dichloromethane, and 30µL 
TEA were added to the glass vial, allowed to dissolve completely on a heat plate with stir 
bar mixing, and then 100mg of fresh 4-NPCF were added and dissolved. The glass vial 
was then wrapped with parafilm, put on ice and allowed to react for 3-5 hours. Four 
washing solutions were prepared and frozen at -20°C in clean 50ml centrifuge tubes, the 
first contained 14.6ml ethanol and 0.4ml HCl, the other three were 14.9ml ethanol and 
0.1ml HCl. After the reaction, the first washing solution was added, F108 precipitated, 
the tube was then shaken and chilled at -20°C for 30 minutes to complete precipitation, 
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centrifuged at 4000rpm for 6 minutes at 2°C to form a pellet, and the supernatant 
discarded. This process was repeated three more times with the remaining washing 
solutions. After the final wash, the supernatant was discarded and the pellet was warmed 
by hand until fully redispersed. Activated F108 was split into multiple tubes and dried 
overnight under vacuum. These samples remain useable for >2 months when stored at -
20°C. 
15µL of DNA solution (2000µM, in this paper, DNA strand we used were L1’ and L2, 
see above) was mixed with 1µL 1M pH=10 carbonate buffer. 15mg activated Pluronic 
F108 (dried from -20°C storage) was dissolved in 1ml 10mM pH=4 citric acid buffer, 
gently vortexed to full dissolution, settled by micro-centrifuge and used immediately. 
Then, 4µL F108 in citric acid solution was added to 16µL DNA buffer solution (total 
volume 20µL), gently vortexed for 30 minutes (after which a yellow reaction product was 
evident) and settled by micro-centrifuge, then incubated overnight at room temperature. 
The F108-grafted DNA solution can be stored up to 2 months at 4°C. 
Particle preparation and DNA grafting. First, 80µL polystyrene (PS) 
microspheres/beads were washed three times by dilution with 920µL bio-water, 
centrifugation at 8000rpm for 35 minutes, and discarding of supernatant. The pellet was 
weighed on a micro-balance after the last step to verify that no mass was lost.  Next, 
20µL of F108-grafted DNA solution (either L1’ DNA, L2 DNA, or any combination of 
L1’ and L2 with 20µL total volume), 35µL washed 10% solid fraction colloids and 
340µL 1xTE solution were combined. To swell the particles, 4µL toluene was added in to 
the tube, followed by 0.1µL-1µL green or red BODIPY dye, depending on the particle 
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species, A or B. The tube was then tightly sealed and wrapped with parafilm and slowly 
rotated overnight (not vortexed). To evaporate the toluene, the sample was settled by 
micro-centrifuge, opened, and put into the pre-heated oven (80°C ) for 20 to 40 minutes, 
with periodic mixing. To remove toluene and unracted DNA, the particles were washed 
4-6 times in 1xTE solution to a total sample volume of 1 mL, as before. After the last 
wash, the supernatant was removed and 350µL 1-xTE was added to regain the solid 
fraction as 10%. DNA-grafted particles can be stored at 4°C for at least 2 months. 
Crystallite formation. We prepared samples at three different size ratios (sA/sB = 
0.96±0.02, 0.88±0.05 or 0.85±0.05), by using three pair-wise combinations of three 
differently sized particles (diameters: 378±15nm, 392±8nm and 445±25nm).  For each 
sample the larger particle species was stained with Red BODIPY and considered ‘B’, and 
the smaller stained with Green BODIPY and considered ‘A’. For each sample the two 
types of DNA-grafted particles (200µL total volume solution, each particle addition 
computed to yield 1:1 number stoichiometry; for example, for 392nm and 445nm 
particles, we add 81.2µL 392nm particles and 118.8µL 445nm particles, each at 1% 
solids volume fraction) were mixed in a 0.2 mL PCR tube and pelleted at 8000rpm for 30 
minutes. 194µL supernatant was discarded leaving 6µL of suspension. 1µL 5-base linker 
(1000µM, see detailed structure above) and 3µL NaCl solution in 1-xTE (1M) were 
added to make total volume 10µL and volume fraction of particles ~20%. The pellet was 
mixed, and settled by micro-centrifuge. A large insulated cooler was filled with several 
liters of tap water heated to >45°C.  The sample was first melted in a small 50°C bath, 
and mixed again. The PCR tube was then settled again by micro-centrifuge, wrapped 
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tightly with parafilm, and submerged completely in the larger hot water bath. The cooler 
lid was tightly closed and the quenching continued for ~3 days. Once the cooler 
temperature was several degrees below the estimated crystal melting temperature, the 
samples were removed and quenched rapidly to room temperature. The crystallites in the 
PCR tube were gently pipetted into 200µL 1-xTE buffer containing 300mM NaCl. 
Crystallite ligation, mounting and confocal imaging. To permanently cross-link the 
crystallites prior to confocal microscopy, the DNA bridges between the particles are 
ligated, as described elsewhere[34]. The crystallites in 200 µL TE buffer were 
sedimented at 1g overnight. The supernatant was removed totally and 300 mM NaCl in 
bio-water solution was added to bring the total volume to 30µL. 4µL ligase buffer and 
finally 4µL ligase were added to the tube and allowed to react for 3 hours at room 
temperature. After ligation, the 30µL volume was diluted to a total volume of 200µL with 
300mM salt solution. For mounting, 10µL of ligated crystal suspension was placed onto a 
coverslip, the crystals allowed to sediment and bind for 10 minutes, followed by one drop 
of an high refractive index mounting solution. The mounting medium was then vacuum 
dried overnight, and the sample sealed to a microscope slide with silicone vacuum grease. 
The confocal microscope consisted of VisiTech confocal components, LEICA DM 
IRB optical microscope, with an Olympus 100x oil lens. The software we used to take 
and analyse images was Voxcell, with the settings set as 512*512 imaging mode, 31fps 
rate, and 30 Jump Average. The green channel imaging was processed with the 488nm 
(80%-90% intensity) excitation and illumination wavelength, 488nm primary dichroic, 
500LP barrier filter, 100µm confocal aperture, detector gain as 40%-50%, with a 14%-
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17% offset. The red channel imaging was processed with the 561nm (80%-90% intensity) 
excitation and illumination wavelength, 568nm primary dichroic, 580LP barrier filter, 
100µm confocal aperture, detector gain as 35%-50%, with a 14%-17% offset. The images 
were taken using a Z-capture series with a 0.3µm nominal step size, and saved as tiffs. 
The saved images were viewed and analysed in ImageJ/FIJI. 
In situ crystallization. To understand crystal formation, we also crystallized samples 
on a DIC microscope (LEICA DMIRB) with a 100X oil immersion objective and 
condenser, both of which were temperature controlled (BIOPTECHS). The particle 
sample was prepared as above, but at a total volume fraction of roughly 1%. The sample 
was well mixed and mounted in a sample chamber formed by a coverslip and slide 
separated with a silicone vacuum grease sealant. After mounting on the microscope, the 
temperature was gradually increased up to the melting temperature, Tm, where particle 
aggregates broke apart. To form crystals, the temperature was quickly decreased to 1-
2.5°C below Tm; crystals typically form in a few minutes and growth was completed in 
~30min. To obtain larger crystals, after a few minutes of nucleation at the lower 
temperature, the temperature can be increased by 0.3-0.6°C reducing the rate of further 
nucleation, and slowing the rate of crystal growth. 
Crystallographic determination of structure.  We considered numerous binary 
structures and determined that they could not reproduce our observed crystallites.  Some 
were easily rejected, as they were not members of the Cubic Crystal system suggested by 
our crystal faceting: Ag2Se, HrBr2, AlB2, AuTe2, gCuTi, CrB, MgZn2, MgNi2 and 
Wurtzite (ZnS). Within the Cubic System we closely examined the CsCl, NaCl, aIrV, 
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Zindblende (ZnS), AuCu, Cu3Au, MgCu2, Cu2O, FeS2, ReO3, Cr3Si, Ag2O, CaF2 and 
Pt3O4 structures and found that none could reproduce our observations.  None of the non-
AB type crystals displayed the same lattice in both color channels.  Of the AB-type cubic 
crystals all showed (100) facets with particle rows rotated 45° relative to those observed, 
significantly different interparticle spacing in their (100) and (111) planes or both.  None 
of the crystals displayed any structures analogous to the (211) view of cubic diamond, 
along any viewing direction, except for the NaTl (or B32) lattice.   
Materials. The OptiLink Carboxylate-modified PS particles (405 nm nominal 
diameter, lot # 603850, 424 nm nominal diameter, lot # 300069, and 531nm nominal 
diameter, lot # 903902) were purchased from Seradyn (now Thermo Scientific) and 
diameters found to be 378±15 nm, 392±8 nm and 445±25 nm in diameter using Dynamic 
Light Scattering (DLS). Pluronic F108 Pastille was purchased from BASF Corporation. 
Dichloromethane (DCM, anhydrous, 99.8%), Triethylamine (TEA, 99%), 4-Nitrophenyl 
chloroformate (4-NPCF, 98%), and Touene (anhydrous, 99.8%) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. Tris-EDTA, 1X (1xTE, For Molecular Biology, pH=8.0) was purchased 
from Fisher BioReagents. Green dye (BODIPY, D3922) and red dye (BODIPY, D3835) 
were purchased from Invitrogen Company. T4 DNA Ligase (#M0202L) and T4 DNA 
Ligase Buffer (10X, 10mM ATP, #B0202S) were purchased from New England BioLabs. 
Bio-water (Biology Grade) was purchased from HyClone Company. Ethanol (200 Proof) 
was purchased from Decon Labs. Hydrochloric Acid (Certified A.C.S) was purchased 
from Fisher Scientific. All the chemicals above were used as received. DNA strands (L1’, 
L2, and linker, see detailed structures above) were purchased from Integrated DNA 
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Technologies (IDT) and diluted with bio-water as needed. Citric Acid (Certified A.C.S), 
Sodium Carbonate (Certified, A.C.S), Sodium Chloride (Certified, A.C.S) were 
purchased from Fisher Scientific. The glass vials (3ml, 20ml), were purchased from 
Fisher Scientific and washed before use. All Eppendorf tubes, PCR tubes, centrifuge 
tubes, and pipette tips were purchased from Fisher Scientific and were either pre-
sterilized or autoclaved before use. The mount solution (IMMU-MOUNT, REF 9990402) 
was purchased from Thermo.    
Brownian dynamics simulations. Simulations were performed using the LAMMPS 
software package (http://lammps.sandia.gov/) with particle-particle interactions 
calculated using a coarse grained model reported earlier[24]. Large and small particles 
were assigned diameters of 445 nm and 392 nm respectively, size ratio 0.88. Interactions 
between small particles were treated as purely repulsive, while large-large binding 
strengths ranged from 1 kBT to 20 kBT and large-small binding strengths ranged from 5 
kBT to 30 kBT. The fluid viscosity was set to 10% that of water. The volume fraction of 
non-crystallized particles was initialized at 10%. Double diamond crystallite seeds were 
initialized with sizes ranging from 50 to 4000 particles in a cuboctahedral shape. Periodic 
boundary conditions were used for all simulations. 
Numerical evolution of zero modes. Zero frequency vibrational modes were 
identified by calculating the kernel of a crystals dynamical matrix. Any linear 
combination of eigenvectors within this kernel may then be chosen as a direction in 
which the lattice may be freely deformed. Once a direction, rn, is chosen from the kernel 
the system is displaced slightly in the direction of that mode. After this displacement, the 
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dynamical matrix is recalculated and the kernel is searched for a new direction, rn+1, 
which maximizes rn.rn+1. This process is continued until the dimensionality of the kernel 
reaches 6, indicating the only zero frequency modes remaining in the system are the six 
rigid translational and rotational modes. 
Order parameter for umbrella sampling simulations. The Steinhardt bond-
orientational order parameter was used to identify crystalline particles [38]. We employed 
the basic strategy based on the q6.q6 measure suggested in Ref. [36], modified slightly to 
accommodate the specifics of the DD configuration.  Both A and B particles were 
considered in order parameter. In particular, we use a single cutoff distance for 
identifying neighbors that is 10% greater than the equilibrium B-B separation. For each 
particle with 3 or more neighbors, q6 is computed by averaging over the neighbors. q6 
also is computed for each of the neighbor particles. Then q6.q6 is computed for each 
neighbor pair; particles with at least 3 instances of a q6.q6 above a threshold value are 
considered to be crystalline. Here, the threshold value of  q6.q6 was set to be much lower 
for A-B and A-A pairs than for B-B and B-A pairs in order to accommodate the disorder 
associated with the A particles. 
Data availability. All original datasets produced as a part of this study are available 
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.  
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CHAPTER	5	Coherent	transformations	of	DNA-grafted	colloids	yield	
a	panoply	of	crystal	structures	
 
Yifan Wang, Ian C. Jenkins, Talid Sinno, John C. Crocker, “Coherent 
transformations of DNA-grafted colloids yield a panoply of crystal structures”, 
Unpublished Work 
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5.1	Abstract	
Future technology will employ meta-materials—built not from crystals of atoms or 
molecules, but rather from ordered arrays of microscopic building blocks—having unique 
and otherwise impossible optical or thermal properties. While in principle colloidal 
crystallization[1-6] provides a scalable route for forming meta-materials, very few 
crystals having suitable structures have been demonstrated to form[6-8].  Here we 
demonstrate a simple two-step nucleation and transformation process, realized with 
DNA-grafted microspheres, that can form at least 10 different crystalline structures, 
including 6 not previously predicted[9-11] or observed. First low-coordination or 
‘floppy’ crystals nucleate and grow from solution, and then, upon the application of 
additional particle interactions, transform readily into a variety of different, rigid crystal 
structures. While energy-based arguments[12-14] and simulations with validated 
potentials[1, 15, 16] predict that such barrier-less transformations should result only in 
poorly ordered final states, we find that the initial crystals coherently transform into well-
ordered final structures.  Such coherent transformations appear to be ubiquitous across 
the parameters we explored, and controlled by kinetic effects, such the particles’ 
hydrodynamic interactions[17] and the kinetics of the DNA molecular bridges between 
particles[18][lee-thorpe].  Our results indicate that a previously unsuspected wealth of 
crystal structures is practically accessible if the kinetic effects controlling their formation 
can be understood. 
5.2	Results	and	Discussion	
The attractive interactions between DNA grafted particles are well understood[refs]: 
when two particles bearing complementary DNA single strands approach, the strands can 
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hybridize to form transient molecular bridges pulling the particles together, see Figure 
1A, (see Methods for details).  At high temperatures, these bridges are 
thermodynamically unstable and do not form; at low temperatures these bridges may be 
long-lived, frustrating particle annealing.  At intermediate temperatures the particles feel 
a weak, reversible attraction[1, 15, 16] that is roughly proportional to the number of 
bridges present in thermodynamic equilibrium. To drive our our two-step process, we 
mix two complementary DNA strands on two populations of colloidal microspheres, ‘A’ 
and ‘B’, with one of the strands being more common on A, and its complement more 
common on B.  This leads the attraction between two unlike A and B particles, UAB, 
mediated by the more common pair of strands, to be much stronger than the interactions 
	
Figure 5.1: DNA interaction strength is modulated by the presence of major and minor strands.   
When two nanocolloids come together (top), complementary single-stranded DNAs on their surface can hybridize 
to form a double helix (dashed ellipses), pulling the particles together. The largest number of bridges are formed 
when dissimilar particles come together, because the most common DNA strand on both particles (red and green) 
can hybridize in the presence of a linking strand (sequence at bottom).  When similar particles come together a 
smaller number of bridges can form, through the minor strands present in fraction a<1 on the particles.  The 
strength of the attractive interaction potential between AA, BB and AB pairs is proportional to the number of 
bridges formed in equilibrium (right). 
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between like particles, A-A or B-B, mediated by the less common pair.  The relative 
strength of weaker, like particles interactions, UAA and UBB can be controlled by the 
mixing ratio of the more and less common strands on the A and B particles respectively, 
aA and aB, respectively, shown schematically in Figure 5.1C. 
Our two-step directed assembly process takes advantage of the strong temperature 
dependence of DNA interactions.  Samples of ~300 nm diameter DNA-grafted polymer 
microspheres, at a total volume fraction of 20%, are placed in a well insulated hot water 
bath, which cools to room temperature over the course of two days, see Methods for 
details.  Sometime during this period, the unlike particles interactions become strong 
enough to allow homogenous nucleation and growth of crystallites, which typically grow 
to contain ~104 particles in about 30 minutes. As the system continues to cool, the weaker 
interactions become strong enough to enable the transformation of these crystals into new 
structures. In all, we investigated 25 different combinations of particle size ratio and 
interaction strengths (not counting replication). For each sample, the structures of 20-50 
crystallites were determined ex situ with confocal microscopy, by comparing the 
diffraction-blurred images to computer models, see Methods. The structures of all but a 
handful of the ~800 crystallites imaged in this study were successfully ‘solved’ in this 
manner.   
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The different structures formed via our two-step process are summarized in Figure 5.2, 
along with computer generated reconstructions.  In all, we observed 10 different binary 
crystal structures, spanning 8 different crystallographic space groups.  Four of these 
structures have been previously reported in DNA-colloids and three others have been 
predicted to form theoretically. As expected, samples with only AB attractions formed 
ionic crystals, isomorphic to NaCl or CsCl, with an incidence determined by the size ratio 
of the A and B particles.   
	
Figure 5.2: Binary DNA colloids form a panoply of distinct crystal structures.   
For each, the leftmost image is a wide-field confocal section showing the smaller particles, the boxed area is shown 
at higher magnification in the middle, and the right shows a unit cell of the corresponding structure.  In the unit 
cells, the particles as drawn 50% of their true size for clarity, A-A and B-B contacts in the structure are drawn as 
bonds, and numerous A-B bonds are not rendered.  Scale bars and box edges are 2 microns. Three-dimensional 
particle coordinates for all ten structures are available as Extended Data. 
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Unexpectedly, we found a repeatable incidence of NaCl structures at size ratios where 
CsCl is the predicted lowest free energy state.  Adding unlike interactions leads to the 
formation of 8 more structures. One of these, CuAu was observed previously by us and in 
electrostatic crystals, and forms as a result of a Martensitic transformation of CsCl.  
Another, Cu3Ti, has not been previously observed in any particle system, or predicted to 
form, but is simply a tetragonal distortion of Cu3Au, which has been predicted.  None of 
the remaining six structures have been predicted theoretically; 3 have atomic analogues: 
WC, NiAs, and aIrV. The remaining three structures have no natural atomic analogues. 
Two closely resemble aIrV, sharing the same space group, , and differ from it 
only by stacking. The third structure resembles two interleaved cubic diamond structures 
(B32) distorted into the form of a right rhombic prism, and was reported by us in an 
earlier publication[8]. 
The incidence of different crystal structures for different experimental conditions can 
be summarized in map form in Figure 5.3. Were crystal formation the result of a ‘single 
step’ equilibrium self-assembly process, we should expect one or maybe two different 
crystal structures in coexistence. For our experiments with only unlike A-B interactions, 
such that no transformations are expected, we indeed predominantly see one crystal type 
emerge, which was either NaCl or CsCl. In contrast, under conditions where 
transformations are expected, up to 5 or 6 different crystal structures can emerge in the 
same sample! This is suggests that the transformations may be complex—either multiple 
transformation pathways are kinetically available, or the crystals proceed through 
multiple rounds of transformation, and we quench some in intermediate stages.  
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The formation of ordered child crystals is unexpected from 
 
 
 
	
Figure 5.3:  For many experimental conditions (top row), several different structures (bottom row) will appear in 
apparent coexistence.   
Here, the thickness of the line indicates the incidence of the corresponding crystal, from more than 50% for the 
thickest line to <5% for the dashed lines.  Examination of the mapping shows that when only A-B attractions are 
present, only NaCl, CsCl and CuTi3 are observed.  When ‘like’ attractions are added, a number of child phases 
appear.  The quantitative incidence depend only weakly on the magnitude of the interactions, with exceptions 
noted in the text. Particle formulation details, interaction strengths and corresponding incidences are provided in 
Extended Data Table 1. 
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a simple energy minimization point of view.  It is possible to computed the energetic cost 
of different deformation of a crystal by computing the eigenvalues of the Hessian of the 
crystal energy, see Methods for details.  For crystallites of our parent structures, we find 
hundreds of deformation modes that have zero energy barrier, indicating that there is a 
large, high-dimensional null space of deformed states that connect a large number of 
poorly ordered states that in general differ from one another by stacking defects[17].  
	
Figure 5.4: The crystal structures resulting from the ‘two-step’ directed self-assembly of binary DNA-colloids can 
be arranged into a ‘family tree’.  
Step 1 consists of the homogenous nucleation and growth of CsCl, CuTi3 or NaCl. The transformations that the 
floppy ionic crystals CsCl and NaCl undergo are a function of both the size ratio and the ‘like’ interactions 
present. CsCl transformation (via path 3) can pass through a metastable intermediate, pCP, or under conditions 
where pCP is unstable, bypass it to directly transform to child phases (via paths 1,2). NaCl transforms to either 
rhombic B32 (rB32) or NiAs depending on the size ratio, in the presence of B-B attraction. Notably, child phases 
with defective stacking (‘RHCP’) are expected thermodynamically, but not observed. Pathway 8 is expected, but is 
not detectable in an ex situ experiment. 
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This is similar to exhaustive computational studies of small clusters of DNA colloids that 
find large numbers of energetically degenerate configurations connected by barrierless, or 
zero-energy, transformations[12-14].  BD simulations (see Methods) of parent crystallites 
show rapid transformation to disordered child phases, forcing us to the conclusion that 
the coherent transformations observed experimentally rely upon kinetic selection 
mechanisms that are not captured in conventional BD.  These mechanisms will be the 
subject of a separate paper. 
After extensive analysis of the crystal incidence data, illuminated by considerable 
numerical work, we have succeeded in reconstructing a plausible mechanistic explanation 
for our findings, which can be represented as a ‘family tree’ linking the 10 observed 
structures, shown in Figure 5.4. The links in the tree correspond to diffusionless 
transformation pathways, each of which have been validated computationally by evolving 
a crystallite model along a zero mode from parent to child from an initial infinitesimal 
floppy mode, see Methods for details. Some of these transformation pathways (such as 
the Nishiyama-Wasserman and Bain paths) resemble those in the Martensitic 
transformation literature, while other pathways, such as those forming pCP, the two IrV 
structures and rB32, do not have atomic material analogs.  
There are five key observations of this study: 
— We find that NaCl can nucleate and grow defect free at size ratio 0.88, where CsCl 
has a lower free energy. This demonstrates that extremely floppy parent crystals can be 
formed (NaCl is nearly a simple cubic structure at this size ratio), and that more parent 
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structures may be kinetically accessible than would be indicated by a free energy 
minimization calculation. 
— All observed transformations (1-7 in Figure 5.3) are spatially coherent, and 
produce child structures free of stacking or other defects. This demonstrates that the 
selection of a single child from a number of energetically degenerate states is a 
ubiquitous feature of these materials, not an isolated phenomenon. 
— NaCl transforms into two different crystal structures (NiAs or rB32) depending on 
size ratio.  This demonstrates that relative amounts of floppiness, controlled by particle 
size ratio, is a key variable controlling access to different child structures. 
— We have discovered an intermediate structure, which we refer to as pseudo-close-
packed (pCP), in the CsCl transformation network that is metastable for some interaction 
combinations and not others. This demonstrates that different child state outcomes can be 
selected by carefully modulating interactions. 
— Despite not being designed to facilitate transformation (the A-B bonds are very 
strong when the transformation is activated), from 50% to 99% of parents transform. It 
seems likely that process optimization (especially with weaker A-B bonds) will find 
many transformations to be rapid and facile. 
Our observations highlight the range of complex transformations that are possible 
from floppy structures, as well as the tendency of the ionic-type parent crystals we form 
to select one or a small number of transformation pathways to highly ordered child 
structures.  The pathway taken, and thus the relative incidence of different child 
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structures, is typically a function of the relative interaction strengths between the 
different particle types.  Taken together, these findings suggest a novel approach to 
engineering directed assembly—namely, to modulate system parameters and nucleation 
processes to select desired parent phases, and then to adjust the interaction parameters, 
perhaps in a time-dependent sequence, to select the correct pathway to the desired final 
child state. Ultimately, designing these assembly approaches will require modeling the 
transformation behavior a priori, which will likely require fielding hybrid simulations 
that accurately capture both thermal fluctuations and kinetic effects including 
hydrodynamic interactions and particle contact friction. We note that this study has only 
explored two different floppy parent crystal structures (over a wide range of particle size 
ratios and interaction combinations); several other non-rigid, ionic type crystal structures 
have been observed and predicted to form with still other size ratios and stoichiometries.  
This suggests that even in the simple binary case, there are many other possible structures 
awaiting discovery. 
5.3	Methods	
 
DNA Sequences 
L1' (Ligatable, Phosphorylated): 
 5- /5Phos/TCA ACCTACTCC CAC ATT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT TTT TT/3AmMO/ -3 
L2 (Complementary via linker to L1 & L1', Non-Phosphorylated): 
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 5- /5AmMC6/TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT TTT TTT TTA CGC ATC T -3 
L12_Linker_5 (5 base interaction region + nick site + 16 base region): 
 5- TGT GGG AGT AGG TTG AAG ATG -3 
In situ crystallization 
To observe and understand crystal formation handy, we crystallized samples on a DIC 
microscope (LEICA DMIRB) with a X100 oil immersion objective and condenser, both 
of which were temperature controlled (BIOPTECHS). Two particle species were mixed 
at a 1:1 number stoichiometry (we adjusted number stoichiometry for other than AB type 
crystal) with a total volume of 6 µl (specifically, we calculated volume of each species 
from their diameters), 1 µl DNA linker (100 µM to 500 µM) were added and well mixed, 
3 µl NaCl in 1-xTE solution (1M) were finally added. The sample was well mixed and 
mounted in a sample chamber formed by two coverslips separated with a silicone vacuum 
grease sealant. After mounting on the microscope, the temperature was gradually 
increased up to the melting temperature, Tm, where particle aggregates broke apart. To 
form crystals, the temperature was quickly decreased to 0.5-2 °C below Tm and crystals 
were formed in a few minutes and growth was completed in about 30 minutes. To obtain 
larger crystals, after staying a few minutes of nucleation at the lower temperature, the 
temperature can be increased by 0.3–0.6 °C reducing the rate of further nucleation, and 
slowing the rate of crystal growth. 
Crystallization by Homogenous Nucleation  
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Two particle species were mixed at a 1:1 number stoichiometry (we adjusted number 
stoichiometry for other than AB type crystal) with a total volume of 200 µl (specifically, 
we calculated volume of each species from their diameters) were mixed in a 0.2 ml PCR 
tube and was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 minutes. 194 ml supernatant was discarded 
leaving 6 ml of suspension. 1 ml 5-base linker (100-500 µM, see detailed structure 
above) and 3 µl NaCl solution in 1-xTE (1 M) were added to make total volume 10 µl 
and volume fraction of 
particles around 20%. The pellet was re-dispersed, and further settled by micro-
centrifuge. A large insulated cooler was filled with several liters of tap water heated to 
above 45°C. The PCR tube was first melted in a small 50°C bath, mixed again, and was 
then settled again by micro-centrifuge, wrapped tightly with parafilm and submerged 
completely in the larger hot water bath. The cooler lid was tightly closed and the 
quenching continued for about 3 days. Once the cooler temperature was several degrees 
below the estimated crystal melting temperature, the samples were removed and 
quenched rapidly to room temperature. The crystallites in the PCR tube were gently 
pipetted into 200 µl 1-xTE buffer containing 300mM NaCl. 
Particle Preparation (SPAAC-based) 
Polymer Activation: 0.1g (6900g/mol, 14.5µmol) SEO polymer was dissolved into 
2ml DCM in a 2 ml glass vial, and then 42 µl TEA and 30 µl Methanesulfonyl chloride 
were also added into the vial. The reaction was carried out for 2 hours at 0 degree and 
subsequently 22 hours at room temperature with a stir bar stirred. After the reaction, the 
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SEO polymer solution was added into the pre-frozen plastic centrifuge tube containing 
2ml methanol solution with 3% HCl for salt removal. 45ml diethyl ether was added 
subsequently and precipitates were observed after slight shakes. The tube was put in 
freezer for 10 minutes to generate more precipitates. Later on, the suspension was 
centrifuged in a swing-bucket rotor at 2500rpm for 3 minutes. After the centrifugation, 
salt removal washing process with 3% HCl in 2 ml methanol solution and 45 ml diethyl 
ether were repeated for 3 times in total. For the last wash, pure methanol solution was 
added instead of HCl in methanol solution. The pellet was fully dried under vacuum for 
around 1 hour. 
Polymer Azidation: Dried polymer pellet was fully dissolved in 2 ml N-N DMF 
solution with 0.01g NaN3(0.15 mmol). More DMF was added if the pellet was not fully 
dissolved. The reaction was carried out for a day at 65-70 °C in glycerol bath with a stir 
bar. After glycerol bath, 10 ml methanol and 40 ml diethyl ether were added to the 
polymer solution. Precipitates were observed with slight shakes. The solution was put in 
freezer for 20 minutes to generate more precipitates. Later on, the suspension was 
centrifuged in a swing-bucket rotor at 2500 rpm for 3 minutes. After the centrifugation, 
washing with 10 ml methanol and 40 ml diethyl ether were repeated to remove NaN3 for 
3 times in total. The final pellet was fully dried under vacuum for a day. The pellet could 
be stored in freezer as powders or be stored in the fridge as a 1 mmolar solution in DI 
water. The polymer powders and solution could be used for up to 2 months. 
SPAAC Chemistry: 50 µl 1m molar SEN (azidated di-block polymer), 50 µl DNA 
solution (L1’ or L2) in bio water (90 µM to 180 µM), and 300 µl 200mM NaCl in 1-xTE 
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solution were combined followed with 1wt% ( or 1 mg/ml) F127 added into an 
Eppendorf tube. The tube was shaken on vortex mixer for 2 days at a vortex level 5-8 to 
process SPAAC click chemistry.  
Physical DNA Grafting: 25 µl PS particles were washed in bio-water for 3-4 times, 
and saved for use. 25 µl washed PS particles, 50 µl clicked DNA solution, and 200 µl 1-
xTE were combined into an Eppendorf tube. 5 µl was added followed by 0.8 µl green dye 
or 0.4 µl red dye. The tube was spin on a spinner for 4 hours. After the spinning, the tube 
was put in a pre-heated 75°C oven for 10 minutes for toluene evaporation. The particles 
were subsequently centrifuged and washed with 1-xTE in a fixed angle rotor at 8000 rpm 
for 30 minutes for a total of 4-5 times. The final PS volume fraction was 0.5%. 
Crystallite floppy mode analysis 
Vibrational mode analysis was carried out within the harmonic approximation (HA) 
by computing the Hessian matrix for each parent crystal structure.  The Hessian matrix, 
3 3N N´ÎH  is given by 
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where i and j are atom indices, and a and b are direction indices.  The 3N eigenvalues, 
{ }il , and corresponding eigenvectors, { }3NÎv , of H are proportional to the vibrational 
frequencies and vibrational mode vectors, respectively, of the crystal structure. In all 
calculations, the Hessian matrix was evaluated using numerical difference 
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approximations of the second derivatives of the interparticle potential function. A 
parametric sensitivity analysis of the numerical perturbation parameter was employed to 
minimize the error in the estimated derivatives. For each parent crystallite structure the 
vibrational mode spectrum was computed at the energetic ground state configuration, 
which was found using energy minimization. 
BD simulations  
Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations were performed by numerical integration of the 
Langevin equation for a system of particles that are subject to interparticle forces as well 
as forces due to the presence of an implicit solvent, i.e., 
 Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. (2) 
where r is the time-dependent vector of particle positions, ( )F r  is the vector of 
interparticle forces as described by the DNA-mediated interparticle potential, /Bk T Dg =   
is the damping, or friction, coefficient, D is the single-particle diffusion coefficient, and 
( )tR  is a random Brownian force represented by a delta-correlated Gaussian process 
with zero mean, i.e., ( ) 0t =R  and ( ) ( ) ( )t t t td¢ ¢= -R R .  All BD simulations were 
performed using the LAMMPS software package with a time step. All BD simulations 
were initialized by placing spherical crystallites in a colloidal fluid of randomly-placed 
particles corresponding to a particle volume fraction of 0.3. The fluid-phase particles 
were used to stabilize the crystallite against dissolution during the simulation. For both 
CsCl and NaCl parent crystallites, simulations were first allowed to reach equilibrium by 
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setting unlike particle interactions to be purely repulsive. Once equilibrium was achieved, 
like particle interactions were activated, driving the transformation to the child phases. 
Crystallite structure was periodically evaluated using the Common Neighbor Analysis 
(CNA) functionality in the LAMMPS software package.    
Evolution from transformation pathway 
Mode tracking was performed by evolving numerically particle positions along a 
given transformation vector, 
   ( )new old Td= +r r v r ,                                        (0.3) 
where d  represents the step size and vT(r) is the mode vector. Note that the mode 
vector along a transformation pathway is generally a function of position, requiring a new 
Hessian, K, to be computed at each new configuration, newr . Consequently, the 
orthogonality properties of the zero-mode basis computed at the ideal parent 
configuration are not necessarily maintained during the evolution. A least-squares 
approximation is therefore used to identify the direction in the new kernel closest to the 
current vector, i.e., 
 ( ) ( )1new T T oldT T
-é ù= ê úë û
v K K K K v .                                 (0.4) 
The process in eqs. (2.13)-(2.14) is repeated until the dimensionality of the zero-mode 
sub-space decreases to a value of six, at which point the system is no longer floppy. At 
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this location, a local (downhill) energy minimization is performed using the Fast Inertial 
Relaxation Mechanism (FIRE) method. 
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CHAPTER	6	Colloidal	Clusters	of	Different	Symmetries	Obtained	
from	Crystal	Templating	and	Co-crystallization	
 
Yifan Wang, John C. Crocker, “Colloidal Clusters of Different Symmetries Obtained 
from Crystal Templating and Co-crystallization”, Unpublished Work 
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6.1	Abstract	
Colloidal clusters are known as important building blocks for new meta-material 
structures’ built-up and fabrications. Different polystyrene clusters such as tetrahedral, 
octahedral, cubic, and icosahedral clusters were obtained from two crystallization 
systems we have, two-component sedimentation crystallization and three-component 
particles co-crystallization, which could be further used as cluster building blocks to 
obtain novel second-order crystals. To be more specific, tetrahedral, octahedral, and 
icosahedral clusters were yielded when a two-component sedimentation crystal with 
impurity particles in the interstitial sites or as the defects in the crystal was made, and 
later ligated and re-dispersed. Tetrahedral clusters were obtained when the impurity 
particles were in the tetrahedral interstitial sites. Octahedral clusters were obtained when 
the impurity particles were in the octahedral interstitial sites. Icosahedral clusters were 
obtained when impurity particles were the same size of the other component and 
considered as defects. Cubic clusters were obtained when a CsCl crystal made from 
three-component particles co-crystallization was ligated and further re-dispersed. The 
clusters’ purities were enriched after density gradient fractionation with 400 Ficoll in tris-
EDTA solution or in bio-water solution. The yielded clusters were processed for another 
round density gradient fractionation to further purify as well as testing the stabilities of 
the clusters. According to the results, the breakage of the targeted clusters during the 
second fractionation was unlikely. These clusters could be used for gravity-driven self-
assembly crystallization experiments or second order crystal building via bond particles. 
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6.2	Introduction	
DNA strands are versatile in driving interactions among colloidal particles. Spherical 
colloids covered with grafted DNA have been used as building blocks in the directed self-
assembly of a number of distinct crystal and gel structures. Chaikin and Bausch made 
disordered clusters using polygamous particles and by adding DNA linker [1, 2]. Capasso 
reported the assembly of DNA-functionalized nanoparticles into hetero-pentamer clusters 
[3], and Kotov mixed different dimers together and made chiral nanoparticle tetrahedral 
clusters[4]. Another finding about controlling the valence number of the DNA-coated 
colloids so that to predict cluster size and symmetries was reported by Manoharan, 
Frenkel, and Brujic[5-7]. 
Our group invented a fast and smart crystal templating system to yield DNA coated 
clusters using sedimentation crystallization in a two component system[8, 9] by ligating 
the impurity and host particles to stabilize the clusters. The cluster structures we got out 
of the crystals are tetrahedral, octahedral, cuboctahedral, triangular orthobicupula, and 
icosahedral clusters. Sinno group studied and proved the possibility of future self-
assembly by some of the clusters[10]. However, the sturdiness of such clusters are low 
and need to be increased. 
Recently, our group increased the sturdiness of the clusters yielded from 
sedimentation crystallization and also innovated a new method of making cubic clusters 
using a three component co-crystallization system, which is more efficient and yielded 
sturdy clusters.  
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6.3	Results	and	Discussions	
In order to get stable and sturdy clusters for self-assembly as building blocks, there are 
several questions we need to answer. First, how to use a self-assembly system to make 
clusters in a simple and efficient way? Second, how to purify the cluster mixture 
suspensions and get uniform clusters? Third, how to increase the sturdiness of the clusters 
and make them less fragile?  
6.3.1	Systems	to	yield	clusters	
To answer the first question, our lab invented a two component sedimentation 
crystallization system, in which we used crystal templating to get colloidal clusters with 
certain morphologies. Tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral clusters were yielded 
when we mixed host particles and impurity particles and let them crystallize during 
sedimentation. We made the DNA strands on impurity particles phosphorylated, while 
leaving the DNA strands on template particles un-phosphorylated. The crystal was ligated 
after sedimentation crystallization and was then re-dispersed. Tetrahedral clusters were 
obtained when the impurity particles were trapped in the tetrahedral interstitial sites. 
Octahedral clusters were obtained when the impurity particles were in the octahedral 
interstitial sites. Icosahedral clusters were obtained when impurity particles were the 
same size of the other component and considered as defects. 
Taking octahedral clusters preparation as an example. The 225 nm diameter particles 
were trapped and ligated in the octahedral interstitial sites of the FCC crystals formed by 
445 nm diameter particles. As one interstitial particles could be ligated with six template 
particles in the octahedral site, octahedral clusters were ligated. After the release of the 
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clusters by re-dispersing crystals after ligation, the mixture suspension of octahedral 
clusters was prepared. 
Recently, a three-species co-crystallization method was invented by our lab to obtain 
colloidal clusters as building blocks and for future self-assembly. The shapes of the 
clusters prepared are more diverse as they depend on the types of crystal structures. To be 
more specific, during the cooler crystallization preparation for binary crystals, a small 
portion of one component colloids (species ‘B’) were grafted with phosphorylated DNA 
strands, and we call these B’ particles. Other B colloids and the other component A 
colloids were grafted with un-phosphorylated DNA strands. A, B, and B’ three species 
particles were mixed for crystallization. When crystals were yielded from the cooler, we 
ligated the system and re-suspended the crystals in bio-water. In this case, the un-
phosphorylated particles recovered to single particles due to a salt decrease, while the 
phosphorylated B’ particles will remain ligated as clusters with their neighborhood A 
particles. The shapes of the obtained colloidal clusters were decided by the unit cells 
building up the crystals. If the mother crystal structure is CsCl pattern, the clusters 
yielded are cubic, if the crystal structure is NaCl pattern, the clusters yielded are 
octahedral. 
Experimentally, as CsCl tends to have good crystallinities in cooler crystallization, we 
use CsCl crystallization system for three-component crystallization (figure 6.1). As CsCl 
is a bcc crystal consisting of cubes as building blocks, during the ligation process, the 
phosphorylated B’ particles were ligated with 8 host A particles in the neighborhood. 
Also, to avoid the chance of making aggregates with more than one B’ particle in the 
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center, we controlled the number ratio of the phosphorylated B’ particles versus the non-
phosphorylated B particles as 1:200, and the number of cubic clusters would be ~4% 
percent compared to the total cubic building blocks. According to the confocal 
microscopy, the crystals were very well crystallized and the patterned structure could be 
measured through crystallography to calculate lattice space and bond angles. 
Phosphorylated and ligated B’ particles were labelled with green dye so it was brighter 
than the non-phosphorylated B particles in the green channel as well as the A particles in 
red channel. The positions of bright particles indicated the distribution of the ligated 
clusters is even and randomly scattered. (figure 6.2) 
	
	
	
Figure 6.1: The figure is a white-light image observed under optical microscope which shows the crystallinity of 
CsCl structures out of three-component co-crystallization.  
The crystal is formed by three species 378 nm particles in diameter, the size ratio is 1.  
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Figure 6.2: In this figure, a and b are the two green channels (showing green particles) of the CsCl crystals observed 
under confocal. The bright particles in a and b are the phosphorylated particles which are dyed green and ligated as the 
center particle of the cubic clusters. The particles not phosphorylated are not dyed so they look darker than dyes particles. 
The distribution of the phosphorylated bright particles are even, which proved the liability of three-component co-
crystallization to make clusters. 
	
 
Figure 6.3: density gradient fractionation was used to purify cluster mixture suspensions.  
On the left shows the mixture upon loading. On the right shows the separation after fractionation. Different shapes 
clusters were separated due to their morphologies and different sedimentation velocity. 
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6.3.2	Cluster	purification	
To answer the second question, density gradient fractionation was used to purify cluster 
mixture suspensions. Density gradient fractionation is a fast and efficient way through 
which different shapes clusters were separated due to their morphologies. Our group have 
used density gradient fractionation technique for particles and cluster purification in 
different papers[9, 11].(figure 6.3) 
We processed density gradient fractionation on the octahedral cluster suspensions 
prepared through two-component sedimentation crystallization. According to the 
mechanism of the fractionation, the bands after separation were separated due to the mass 
of the particles and clusters in each morphology. In this practice, bands were aligned in 
	
Figure 6.4: The figure shows the fractionation of a 245/445 octahedral cluster suspensions.  
a was before fractionation, and b, c were after fractionation. The fractionation was performed in 3wt%-9wt% Ficoll 
in 1-xTE solution, and was centrifuged for 110 minutes at 3000rpm in a swinging bucket rotor. The 7th band 
contains 1+6 octahedral clusters. We see very good separations. 
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the order of, single A particles, one A particles plus B’, two A particles plus B’, etc., until 
six A particles plus B’, which are octahedral clusters. We note that we don’t have a single 
B’ particles band because all of them are ligated. According to the figure, we found 
multiple distinguished bands well separated in the solution. As analyzed, the 7th band 
contains octahedral clusters and was picked up (figure 6.4). We confirmed their 
octahedral morphologies under optical microscope. 
Another density gradient fractionation was processed on the cubic clusters yielded 
from three-species co-crystallization.  According to the geometry, after density gradient 
fractionation, bands were aligned in the order of, single A and B particles (same size), 
one A particles plus B’, two A particles plus B’, etc., until eight A particles plus B’, 
which contains cubic clusters. According to the figure, the 9th band containing cubic 
	
Figure 6.5: The figure shows the fractionation of a 378/378 cubic cluster suspensions.  
a was before fractionation, and b was after fractionation. The fractionation was performed in 3wt%-12wt% Ficoll in 
bio-water solution, and was centrifuged for 180 minutes at 3000rpm in a swinging bucket rotor. The 9th band 
contains 1+8 cubic clusters. We see very good separations. 
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clusters is a wide band which shows a clear separation and high yield (figure 6.5). Of 
course, if A and B particles are not in the same size, another singles spheres band will 
show up and the target band will be the 10th band.  
Density gradient fractionation answered question two and the purity of the clusters 
were greatly enhanced. 
 
6.3.3	Increase	cluster	sturdiness	and	stability	
Though the clusters could be prepared and purified, the fragility of the clusters cannot 
guarantee a successful self-assembly process as clusters break during the experiments, 
which brings the questions three, how to increase the sturdiness of the clusters and make 
them less fragile? In order to answer this question, we mainly made three optimizations 
for the system, including fractionation efficiency, ligation efficiency, and homogeneity 
determined by salt concentration during SPAAC chemistry. 
The density gradient fractionation protocol we used was derived and modified from 
Jerri group‘s study[12]. However, we still noticed some clusters stuck on to the side of 
the centrifugation tubes that smeared glass on side. A smart way to dissipate the fog was 
to use ficoll 400 in 1x-tris EDTA solution, in which we think DNA strands are more 
stable, instead of using ficoll in bio-water solution. 
Other than fractionation efficiency, ligation efficiency was also concerned as it 
determined the completion of the cluster formation. The clusters our group made before 
were fragile and easy to break through washing steps. We think ligation efficiency could 
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contribute in increasing the sturdiness of the clusters. In order to attain a higher ligation 
efficiency, several changes were made by our group. First of all, the 1x-TE solution must 
be totally washed out by salt in bio-water for a couple of times before ligation happens 
because EDTA kills ligase. Second, salt concentration in the ligation process must be 
below 100mM in order to maintain the efficiency of the ligase[13]. Third, when doing 
three-component co-crystallization, the ligation could be processed on a slow rotating 
wheel in order to make full contacts for DNAs and ligase. If ligation happens on the 
bench, try to shake it every now and then to make sure a full contact (Note, rotation and 
shaking are strongly prohibited if you process ligation after sedimentation crystallization, 
as the pellet must be remained crystallized). Fourth, remember to wash ligase out with 
salt in bio-water solution after ligation and before releasing the clusters out, so that it 
gives a better fractionation result. Fifth, the ligation process should happen in a proper 
	
Figure 6.6: The figure shows the second time fractionation of a 245/445 octahedral cluster band.  
a was before fractionation, and b was after fractionation. The fractionation was performed in 3wt%-9wt% Ficoll in 
1-xTE solution, and was centrifuged for 110 minutes at 3000rpm in a swinging bucket rotor. The octahedral band 
was the brightest of all bands. We see the breakage of the clusters is rare. 
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environmental condition (around 16 Celsius or on ice bath), and for enough long time 
(above 8 hours). 
The increase of the ligation efficiency was verified when we re-fractionated the pick-
up 7th band containing octahedral clusters obtained from two-component sedimentation 
crystallization. Through this re-fractionation, the unexpected mixed single particles and 
untargeted clusters were removed. The separation bands showed the breakage of the 
octahedral clusters was rare, though a very small amount of them broke (figure 6.6). 
Therefore, other possible ways of increasing the sturdiness of the clusters are also 
researched by our lab. 
According to the heterogeneity studies our lab did[14], we digested the work and 
raised the idea that the salt concentration during SPAAC click chemistry (DNA grafting 
step) could influence the homogeneity of the DNA distribution on the particles, and 
hence influence the binding between DNA colloids and also the crystallinity of the 
crystals. These will ultimately influence the yields and sturdiness of the clusters as they 
are yielded from crystal building blocks. In order to verify and further study this idea, we 
performed a couple of experiments using different DNA density inputs and different salt 
concentrations. We think a high salt concentration during SPPAC chemistry make 
homogeneous particles only when DNA concentration is equivalently high, and likewise, 
if the salt concentration is low, a low DNA input will generate homogeneous particles 
and make crystals with high crystallinity. In other words, only when the salt 
concentration and DNA input are at the same level, the crystals will be very well 
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crystallized. When the salt concentration and DNA inputs are not well matched, we 
believe ccrystallinity would be hindered. (table 6.1) 
	
	
According to the table, the diagonal of the form would be crystallized best while less 
crystallinity would be obeserved in corner conditions. We haven’t finished the full work 
so far, however, the current progress we have in salt and DNA input study suggest a 
promising justification of this idea.  
Two other interesting findings are relevant with the F127(surfactants) concentration 
added during SPAAC click chemistry and the clusters structure (especially size ratios) 
designed beforehand. 
	
	
Table 6.1: Table 6.1 shows the qualitative relationship of crystallinity relative to DNA amount added and salt 
concentration in SPAAC chemistry.  
We think the same level amount of salt and DNA added make homogeneous particles which yield crystals with 
high crystallinity. That is to say, diagonal datapoints should yield good crystallinity crystals while corner datapoints 
yiled worse ones. More data points should be collected and analyzed in order to get a quantitative relationship. 
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We add F127 as a surfactant during SPAAC click chemistry in order to prevent PS 
particles from aggregating with each other during the reaction. However, the 
concentration of F127 added must be very well controlled at the range from 0wt% - 
0.5wt%. If the F127 concentration is above 0.5wt%, there is a chance that considerable 
bi-block PS-PEO polymers got kicked off from the particles. We normally use 0.1wt% 
F127 in the SPAAC experiments to optimize the efficiency. 
In terms of the cluster structure, when the surrounding A particles are larger than 
center B’ particles, we call the clusters “close cluster”, when the center particle is bigger 
than surrounding particles, we call the clusters “open cluster”. Another interesting 
thought we have is we think closed clusters perform better than open clusters. This also 
need to be verified by more cluster designs and followed up cluster preparations. 
With all above optimizations, we think the clusters we make should be stable and 
sturdy, which could be used for future self-assembly either through capillary tube 
crystallization or second order crystal build-up via bond particles. 
	
6.4	Experimental	Methods	
	
DNA design: 
B1-nonphos: 5’-TCAACCTACTCCCACA TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
TTT-3’-DBCO 
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B1-phos: 5’-TCAACCTACTCTTTTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
-3’-DBCO 
B2: DBCO-5’-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT 
ACGCATCT-3’ 
B12 Linker: 5’-GAGTAGGTTGAAGATG-3’ 
Kick-off: 5’-TGTGGGAGTAG-3’ 
Ligation through two-component sedimentation crystallization 
First, right type and size ratio DNA-coated particles were chosen to obtain for 
different types of clusters. The size ratio of the impurity particles versus the host particles 
should be designed to satisfy the size ratio range for particles trapping into the tetrahedral 
interstitial sites and octahedral interstitial sites in FCC crystals. The size of the impurity 
particles should be the same as the host particles in order to make icosahedral clusters as 
there were no interstitial particles used in the FCC crystal when making icosahedral 
clusters.  
Taking octahedral cluster preparation as an example. 200 µl 445nm-B2 host particles 
and 1 µl 245nm-B1-phos particles were added into the eppendorf tube and were very well 
mixed. Second, 1-xTE solution was washed out after 30-minute centrifugation at 6000 
rpm. After centrifugation, 1-xTE solution was removed and 200 µl bio-water was added, 
followed by another centrifugation. The centrifugations were performed for three rounds 
in total. During the washing process, the pellet was not re-dispersed and was remained as 
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pellet so that the crystals were very well formed. Third, after the third water wash, the 
total volume was brought down to 25 µl, more centrifugation could be applied if the 
pellet is a little mixed. When the pellet was not disturbed in 25 µl water, 3 µl B12 linker 
DNA was added, followed by 4 µl 1M salt in bio-water solution. The pellet was 
centrifuged if it was mixed during the process. Fourth, after making sure pellet was not 
mixed, 4 µl T4 ligase buffer, followed by 4 µl T4 ligase was added. The Eppendorf tube 
sat on bench for overnight to let ligation finish up. Fifth, after sitting for overnight, the 
ligase buffer and ligase were pipetted out and the pellet was re-dispersed with 1000 µl 1-
xTE solution. The tube was inverted to let the crystal slowly diffuse and break. The 
solution could be observed under microscope and a mixture solution containing 
octahedral clusters was observed. The purity of octahedral clusters could be increased 
through fractionation followed. 
Three-component co-crystallization 
The cluster morphology out of three-component co-crystallization was decided by the 
shape of building blocks forming crystals. In order to obtain cubic clusters out of three-
component particles co-crystallization, a crystal structure with cubes as building blocks 
should be designed. Taken CsCl crystal as an example. Specifically, 100 µl 378-B2 
particles(A particles), 99.5 µl 378-B1-nonphos(B particles), and 0.5 µl 378-B1-phos 
particles(B’ particles) were mixed together and quenched to co-crystallize in the cooler. 
The cooler crystallization was processed using the same method stated in above chapter 
of this paper. If the particles size ratio is not 1:1, the size ratio should be within the right 
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size ratio range in order to make CsCl crystals. Also the number ratio of the two sized 
particles should be designed as 1:1 to target for a AB structure crystal.  
Ligation for three-component co-crystallization 
After cooler crystallization, let crystals sediment to bottom, and then 200mM salt in 1-
xTE solution on top of the pellet was washed out with 100mM salt in bio-water solution. 
2-3 times more wash with 100mM salt in bio-water solution was processed when the re-
dispersed solution was separated to sediment pellet and the supernatant on top. After the 
last wash, the total volume was brought to 32 µl, then 4 µl 10x ligase buffer, followed by 
4 µl T4 ligase solution was added. The ligation should be reacted overnight (>8hrs), at 16 
Celsius. Wheel rotation with a slow speed was used to let ligase and the crystals react 
fully. If the ligation was reacted on bench, shake it several times during the process. After 
ligation, ligase buffer and T4 DNA ligase were washed out with 75mM salt in bio-water 
for 2-3 times with the same method before ligation, and finally 750 µl pure 1-xTE 
solution was added after the last wash to break the crystal into clusters. The solution 
could be observed under microscope and a mixture solution containing cubic clusters was 
observed. The purity of cubic clusters could be increased through fractionation 
afterwards. 
Density gradient fractionation 
To enrich clusters’ purities, we used density gradient fractionation to purify cluster 
mixtures. Specifically, we prepared aqueous Ficoll 400 density gradients using a 
commercial gradient maker (SG15, Hoefer Inc.). The Ficoll solution gradients were 
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loaded into 15 mL glass centrifuge tubes and ranged from 12% (w/w) Ficoll at the bottom 
to 3% (w/w) at the top. Clusters mixture  
suspensions containing 378 nm diameter particles were carefully loaded on top 
(loading volume from 250 to 400 µl, volume fraction ~10-4, and centrifuged at 3000 rpm 
(1811g)) for ∼180 min in a swinging bucket rotor. After fractionation, the band which we 
think contained cubic clusters were removed by hand using long blunt ended needles, and 
the ficoll was removed by washing with bio-water. The stickiness of the clusters on tube 
could be reduced by using ficoll in 1-xTE solution instead of using Ficoll in bio-water 
solution. 
Another fractionation operation was done using the same method in order to remove 
the single particles and non-targeted clusters. The optimal condition would be only one 
band which is target cluster band shows up after the second round fractionantion. 
However, usually we some extent of cluster breakage happen. 
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CHAPTER	7	Conclusions	and	Future	Work	
 
	
7.1	Conclusions	
In this thesis, an extensive of colloidal crystal structures and clusters were formed by 
DNA-coated particles via self-assembly. The systems we set up was very repeatable and 
efficient, in which we mainly solved four problems. First of all, we built up self-assembly 
systems that would drive particles to grow. Second, DNA interactions and multiple DNA 
designs were optimized to facilitate the driving to the best extent. Third, we successfully 
used a cost-effective chemistry to attach DNA strands on to the particles. Fourth, we 
further used fractionation, ligation, and other optimization techniques to increase the 
purity and sturdiness of the clusters.  
To be more specific, we discovered ten types of colloidal crystals using a slowly 
quenching method, in which six of them have never been discussed before. Moreover, we 
observed the similar diffusionless transformations within these ten crystals from a mother 
phase into multiple child phases with the conclusion that ten structures are basically from 
two sources. This indicates that diffusionless transformation is a nature for floppy 
colloidal crystals. The interaction matrix, size ratios, and stoichiometry of this 
crystallization system were studied so that we could predict the incidence of a certain 
type structure at a given condition. We also found a very fascinating double diamond 
structure along the way[1] which shows a very promising optical properties for future 
meta-material applications. 
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Moreover, in addition to the two-component sedimentation crystallization method we 
have been using for making clusters, recently, our group innovated a new method of 
making cubic clusters using a three component co-crystallization system, which 
expanded the cluster types we could make. Also, the sturdiness of the clusters were 
increased by us to make clusters less fragile and more favorable for future self-assembly. 
Three factors were optimized for the system to achieve the goal, including increasing 
fractionation efficiency by trail and errors, increasing ligation efficiency by using a more 
advanced protocol, and increasing DNA homogeneity during SPAAC chemistry by 
playing with salt concentration and DNA inputs. All the work done will help to facilitate 
the self-assembly experiments from these colloidal clusters, which require clusters to be 
enough stable and highly uniform.[2] 
Another side project is we used colloidal crystal templates to form highly regular 
polyhedral TPM particles containing multiple concave dimples and having tetrahedral 
and cubical symmetry. Similarly shaped particles have been predicted to have interesting 
self-assembly behaviour, including the formation of body-centered cubic and diamond 
lattice structures.[3]  
 
7.2	Future	Work	
According to the work we have done, there are three main areas we need to focus for 
future work. 
First of all, try to make more colloidal crystal structures. As we know from three-
component co-crystallization method, the shapes of the clusters yielded are decided by 
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the building units of the crystals. Therefore, more types of the crystals and building 
blocks could help to expand the types of the clusters we get, and ultimately increase the 
possibility of self-assembling these clusters. Also, size ratio, interaction matrix, and 
stoichiometry studies should be expanded in the future crystal preparations. 
Second,  finishing the ongoing homogeneity study will give us a big clue in 
understanding particle performances. If the salt and DNA added relationship could be 
proved to perform as what we have assumed, we will have the ability to optimize the 
chemistry system during crystallization and ligation. Therefore, the crystallinity of the 
crystals, the yields of the clusters, and the sturdiness of the clusters will all be enhanced 
and optimized. In this case we could focus more on the self-assembly side rather than on 
the chemistry efficiency and matter stability. Moreover, other innovative ways to increase 
the stability of the clusters such as covalent bond between particles or a more effctive 
way of linking could also be studied. 
Third, we should think of ways to self-assemble colloidal clusters into second order 
crystals or other interesting ordered structures we don’t know. So far our lab can make 
four types of colloidal clusters at a very high yield, they are tetrahedral, octahedral, 
icosahedral, and cubic clusters. After we get uniform and purified clusters through 
optimized fractionation, the next step will be how to utilize them in self-assembly 
experiements. Possible methods of self-assmbling include to 1) crystallize them in the 
capillary tubes just as cooler crystallization does, 2) to perform gravity-induced self-
assembly experiments to get a general idea of how they pack, or 3) to crystallize them 
using a bond particle species to build up higher order crystals. The size and DNA strand 
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grafted on bond species particles should also be considered coherently with the current 
species particles. 
With all that have been stated above, the future work directions are defined to the best 
of my knowledge. 
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